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ABSRACT

As the burden of HIV and AIDS ncreases in different communities of the world

today, new organizations are being formed to help mitigate its impact. The current

study assessed whether Christian fa th-based organizations (FBOs) were making any

contribution to mitigate the impact HIV and AIDS in Pietermaritzburg area using a

case study of the ESSA Christi AIDS Programme (ECAP). ECAP has been

involved in training churches in HI and AIDS awareness, home-based and orphan

care, assisting churches to initiate c urch-related projects, and facilitating the Church

and AIDS course to the theology s udents at the Evangelical Seminary of Southern

Africa (ESSA).

The population of this study comp ised twenty (20) ESSA graduates who took the

HIV and AIDS course between 19 9 and 2000. The self-administered questionnaire

was sent to all twenty to assess hether they experienced any change in their

thinking, attitude and behaviour to'jards people with AIDS as a result of taking the

Church and AIDS course, and wHat HIV and AIDS-related activities they were

involved in. An interview schedule with two phases, was used to collect data. The

first phase elicited data from six (6) ECAP stakeholders to establish a brief historical

background of ECAP. The second hase elicited data from ten (l0) church ministers

in whose churches ECAP conduc ed its training to assess whether the ECAP's

training programmes made any di erence in their attitude and behaviour towards

people with AIDS, and what HIV a AIDS projects they started as a result of getting

being trained.

Although the study could not ge eralize the results because of the case study

methodology, the results showed th t ECAP was making significant contribution to

the fight against AIDS epidemic no only in the communities of Pietermaritzburg but

also in other countries where the EISA graduates were working. However, lack of

enough human and financial resour es is affecting ECAP's efficiency. Based on the

findings in this study, recommen tions have been made to ECAP's method of

recruiting churches for training, enues for training and its approach to HIV

prevention methods.
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CHAPTER 1: SCOPE OF STUDY

1.1. Introduction

This chapter introduces the study that as taken place in Pieterrnaritzburg, the capital city

of KwaZulu-Natal province, South Afi ica. The study assessed whether Christian faith

based organizations (FBOs) were mak ng any contribution to mitigate the impact of

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HI ) and Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

(AIDS) in the Pietermaritzburg area sing a case study of the Evangelical Seminary of

Southern Africa (ESSA) Christian AI S Programme. ESSA Christian AIDS Programme

(ECAP), as a Christian FBO, has b en involved in HIV intervention programmes in

Pietermaritzburg since 1999 when it was officially started. However, its foundations

began as early as 1997. The study so ght to assess its work in the period between 1999

and 2005. As a Malawian student, I hose to conduct this research in South Africa and

not in Malawi for the following reaso

First, Pieterrnaritzburg was chosen be ause it falls under KwaZulu-Natal province which

has the highest HIV prevalence rate i South Africa; it has been called, "the epicentre of

HIV/AIDS in South Africa." I Accordi g to the HIV and AIDS epidemic update compiled

by United Nations AIDS (UNAID )/(World Health Organization (WHO) in 2005,

KwaZulu-Natal still ranked the highes among the provinces in South Africa.

In the country's worst-affected provin e, KwaZulu-Natal, prevalence has reached 40%, while it has

remained exceptionally high at betwe n 27% and 31% in the Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng,

Mpumalanga and North West provinc s?

Therefore this study sought to establis whether Christian FBOs were contributing to the

fight against HIV and AIDS in the pro ince of KwaZulu-Natal.

Second, Liebowitz makes the case tha FBOs possess significant advantages in delivering

certain kinds of interventions, and he supports his argument by drawing on the case of

I Varga, CA. "Sexual Decision-Making and egotiation in the Midst of Aids: Youth in Kwazulu-Natal,
South Africa." Health Transition Review 7, n . Supp 3 (1997):45-67.
2 UNAIDS/WHO. Uniting the world against AIDS: UNAIDS/WHO AIDS Epidemic Update: December
2005. <htt ://www.unaids.orei/2005/doc/rortdf.as > accessed 10/05/06.



FBOs in Uganda, which have been reI tively successful in reducing HIV prevalence rates

and mitigating the worst impact of t e AIDS epidemic. 3 Therefore, I wanted to assess

whether Liebowitz's argument coul be true of the Christian FBOs in the severely

affected province of KwaZulu-Natal.

Third, my academic experience with ECAP motivated me to undertake this research. I

had a field placement with ECAP in 2 03 when I took the Church and AIDS course at the

School of Theology, the University 0 Natal. During the fifteen hours I spent with ECAP,

I accompanied an ECAP staff membe to different churches in some townships and rural

areas of Pietermaritzburg where I 0 served the staff member facilitate some of the

training programmes listed in Chapte 3 of this thesis. I was so motivated by the training

sessions that I decided to study ECA 's work further so that the lessons learnt could be

applied by other FBOs engaged in H V and AIDS intervention in my country, Malawi,

which is one of the countries in sub-S haran Africa that have been hardest hit by HIV and

AIDS pandemic.

1.2. The context of the study

This study took place in Pietermaritz urg, the capital city of the province of KwaZulu

Natal, South Africa. South Africa has the highest infection rate in the world of

approximately 2000 infections per d . KwaZulu-Natal is the leading province with an

estimated 40% prevalence rate of wo en attending antenatal clinics being HIV positive

in 2004.4 Up to 60% of hospital pa ients in the province are screened HIV positive.s

Statistics show that 20 % of the 15- 9 year old population in South Africa is infected

with AIDS, and in parts of the countr more than 35% of women of childbearing age are

infected.6 Overall, 11-12% of the p pulation is infected. About 1,700 new infections

occur each day, and approximately 40 0 of deaths are believed to be AIDS-related. There

3 Liebowitz, Jeremy. 2002. The impact offait -based organizations on HIY/aids prevention and mitigation
in Africa: For the Health Economics and HI AIDS Research Division (HEARD), University ofNatal
with the support of the Department for Intern ional Development Knowledge Programme. October 2002.
p.l
4 Source: National HIV and Syphilis Sero-Pre alence Survey of Women Attending Public Antenatal
Clinics in South Africa, 2004)
S SIM Hope for Africa. (htt ://www.ho efora ds.or

6 "Background Note: South Africa"- <htt ://w .state. ov/r/ a/ei/b n/2898.htm> accessed 31/07/06
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are approximately 660,000 children 0 have lost one or both parents, and by 2008, 1.6

million children will have been orph ned by AIDS.? Without effective prevention and

treatment 5-7 million cumulative AI S deaths are anticipated by 2010 (with 1.5 million

deaths in 2010 alone), and there will e over five million sick with AIDS. The epidemic

could cost South Africa as much a 17% in GDP growth by 2010. The extraction

industries, education, and health are a ong the sectors that will be severely affected. 8

1.2.1. AIDS cases in the 1980s

According to the Department of Natilnal Health and Population Development, the first

AIDS case in South Africa was diag osed in 1982. Whiteside and Sunter say that "the

first two cases of AIDS were iden fied in South Africa in 1982.,,9 Since then the

prevalence recorded by the National ntenatal Seroprevalence Survey has risen steeply

from less than one per cent in 1990 to nearly 25 per cent, ten years later. Zwi and Cabral

attribute this steep rise to several fac ors: "impoverishment and disenfranchment, rapid

urbanization, the anonymity of urb n life, labour migration, widespread population

movements and displacements, soci I disruption, wars, especially counter-insurgency

wars"IO and on any scale of these hi h-risk situations South Africa in the 1980s ranked

near the top.

In 1983 the Department of Health rea sured South Africans that AIDS was not a threat to

society except for the homosexual roup. Although initially HIV infections seemed

mainly to be occurring amongst gay men, by 1985 it was clear that other sectors of

society were also affected." One oft e sectors hardest hit was the mining sector. The art

exhibition at the AIDS in South A ica Conference in 2002 showed that the rate of

HIV/AIDS infections was high amon South African miners as a result of the migrant

labour system and the prevalence 0 unsafe prostitution. Miners from rural areas and

7 Background Note: South Africa"- <.'-'-htt=:/u..../w"-'--'f-'-'-'-'=="-'-'-'-'-I=O==-"=<=~
8 Ibid
9 Whiteside A. and Sunter C 2000. AIDS the hallenge for South Africa. Tafelberg: Human & Rousseau.
p.47.
10 Dorrington R. and Johnson L 2002. Epidem ological and Demographic. In eds. Gow J., and Desmond C,
Impacts and interventions: The HIVIAIDS epi emic and the children ofSouth Africa. Pietermaritzburg:
University of Natal Press. p. I3- I4
11 AVERT (2006) htt ://www.avert.or aidss uthafrica.htm accessed 16 July 2006
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neighbouring countries, being away fi om their families, form new relationships in urban

areas for most of their adult working l~fe.12 In 1987, the Chamber of Mines identified 130

miners with HIV and AIDS. Alarmed ~y the potential threat posed by foreign miners, the

South African government passed regulations to bar non South African citizens with

HIV/AIDS to be denied entry in outh Africa or to be deported to their various

countries. 13 In 1988 promiscuity pose great danger and the then Minister of Health and

Population Development and PFP sp kesman on Health Or Marious Barnard asked that

HIV/AIDS carriers be isolated. In r inforcing this decision of isolation, the foreign

mineworkers from countries surroun ing South Africa were not allowed to renew their

contracts. During this time, the gove ent launched a campaign, spending R4 million to

promote the department of InfOrmatiar- In 1989, as the epidemic continued to rage, Dr

Reben Sher warned that HIV/AIDS l.ouId become a "biological holocaust,,14 "People

working on AIDS in the 1980s felt th t it was inevitable that HIV would spread into the

broader community.,,15

For the first eight years, the epidemic was primarily located among white homosexuals.

By this time a myth that "AIDS i a disease of gay white men in South Africa"

dominated. 16 However, as the numb r of cases increased, the disease began to spread

among other groups so much so tha the reality in July 1991 was that the number of

heterosexually transmitted cases equal d the number of homosexual cases. From this time

on "the homosexual epidemic has b en completely overshadowed by the heterosexual

epidemic."I? Towards the end of th decade, as the abolition of Apartheid began, an

increasing amount of attention was pai to the AIDS crisis. 18

Another myth that shrouded the epidemic in the 1980s was that "AIDS is a disease of

black people in South Africa.,,19 But e reality as put by Whiteside and Sunter was that

12 Art Exhibition displayed by Sam Nhlengeth
l

a at a conference titled: "Aids in South Africa: The Social
Expression ofa Pandemic" held in South Afriea on April 19 and 20, 2002 organized by Wellesley College.
13 Times ofAIDS in South Africa. Natal Witn

I
's.. Pietermaritzburg. I Dcemeber 2004.

14 Ibid
15 Whiteside A. and Sunter C. 2000. AIDS the challenge for South Africa. p. 48
16 Ibid p. 47.
17 Ibid p. 47.
18 AVERT (2006) htt ://www.avert.or./aidsso thafrica.htm accessed 16 July 2006
19 Whiteside A. and Sunter C. 2000. AIDS the challenge for South Africa. p. 48
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although there were many more black people infected in terms of absolute numbers than

other race groups, the truth was that AIDS was spreading through all groups in South

Africa and was breaching class barrier .20

1.2.2. AIDS cases in the 1990s

The most common method of ass ssing HIV prevalence within a country is by

conducting a survey of women attend ng antenatal clinics. In South Africa, such surveys

have been conducted by the National Department of Health since 1990 at a sample of

public antenatal clinics. These surve Is are based on anonymous and unlinked samples

accompanied by basic demographic data and are a low-cost tool for regularly monitoring

key aspects of the HIV epidemic. T+ survey were compiled into a single study titled

National HIV and Syphilis Sero-Prevalence of Women Attending Public Antenatal

Clinics in South Africa?' The resu ts of these surveys have been broken down into

provincial statistics. Surveys conduc d from 1990 to 1999 annually among antenatal

women in clinics throughout the provlinces revealed an increase in the rate of infection.

HIV and AIDS hit provinces at diffdrent rates and at different times. Some provinces

scored higher than others. Accordi g to Whiteside and Sunter, KwaZulu-Natal has

consistently had the highest level of HIV infection.22 Table 1 shows statistics of HIV

prevalence in all the provinces of Sout Africa from 1994 to 2004.

Table I: Provincial HIV prevalence: Antenatal Clinic attendees CANCs), South Africa
1994-2004

20 Whiteside A. and Sunter C. 2000. AIDS rh challenge for South Africa. pAS.
21 Copied from HIY/AIDS Statistics. WEB20 ostats.pdf
22 Whiteside A. and Sunter C. 2000. AIDS rh challenge for South Africa. p. 50
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Province Estimated HIV- positive

'94 '95 '96 '97 '98 ' 99 '00 '01 '02 '03 '04

KwaZulu- 14.4 18.2 19.9 26.8 32.5 32.5 36.2 33.5 36.5 37.5 40.7
Natal
Mpuma- 12.1 18.3 15.8 22.6 30.0 27.3 29.7 29.2 28.6 32.6 30.8
langa
Gauteng 6.4 12.0 15.5 17.1 22.5 23.9 29.4 29.8 31.6 29.6 33.1

Free State 9.2 11.0 17.5 19.6 22.8 27.9 27.9 30.1 28.8 30.1 29.5

North West 6.7 8.3 25.1 18.1 21.3 23.0 22.9 25.2 26.2 29.9 26.7

Eastern Cape 4.5 6.0 8.1 12.6 15.9 18.0 20.2 21.7 23.6 23.6 28.0

Limpopo 3.0 4.9 7.9 8.2 11.5 11.4 13.2 14.5 15.6 17.5 19.3

Northern 1.83 5.3 6.6 8.6 9.9 10.1 11.2 15.9 15.1 16.7 17.6
Cape
Western Cape 1.2 1.7 3.09

1
6

.3
5.2 7.1 8.7 8.6 12.4 13.1 15.4

(Source: National HIV and Syphilis S~ ro-Prevalence Survey of Women Attending Public
Antenatal Clinics in South Africa, 2004)

Of the nine provinces of South Africa, the survey conducted in 2004 revealed that

estImated prevalence of HIV was the righest in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) and this is a trend

that has been sustained since the first NC HIV prevalence survey in 1990.

In 1990 the first antenatal survey was conducted across all communities of South Africa

and these studies revealed that 0.8 00 of women attending the state clinics were HIV

positive representing a range of74 00 and 120000 HIV-infected people in South Africa.

It must be mentioned that this surve did not include women in homeland areas at that

time?3 From 1990 onwards the antenatal surveys have been conducted annually and after

1994, the surveys have covered the Intire country?4 In 1991 the number of diagnosed

23 Whiteside A. and Sunter C. 2000. AIDS th challenge for South Africa. P.49
24 Ibid. p. 49
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heterosexually transmitted HIV infect ons equalled the number transmitted through sex

between men. Since this point, heter sexually acquired infections have dominated the

epidemic. Several AIDS information, training and counselling centres were established

during that year.25 In 1992 the Gove nment's first significant response to AIDS came

when Nelson Mandela addressed the ewly-formed National AIDS Convention of South

Africa (NACOSA), although there wa little action from the Government in the following

few years. The purpose ofNACOSA as to begin developing a national strategy to cope

with AIDS. The free National AID Helpline was founded. 26 The National Health

Department reported in 1993 that the number of recorded HIV infections had increased

by 60% in the previous two years an the number was expected to double in 1993. The

HIV prevalence rate among pregnanr women was 4.3%.27 By 1994 the Minister for

Health accepted the basis of the NAC I SA strategy as the foundation ofthe Government's

AIDS plan. There was criticism th t the plan, however well intended, was poorly

thought-out and disorganized. The S uth African organization Soul City was formed,

with the aim of developing media productions to educate people about health issues,

including HIVIAIDS.28 In 1995 the In ernational Conference for People Living with HIV

and AIDS was held in South Africa, [he first time that the annual conference had been

held in Africa. The then Deputy Presi ent, Thabo Mbeki, acknowledged the seriousness

of the epidemic, and the South Africa Ministry of Health announced that some 850,000

people - 2.1 % of the total population - were believed to be HIV positive.29 In 1996 the

HIV prevalence rate among pregnan women was 12.2% and in 1997 the rate among

pregnant women had increased to 17.0%. In 1998 a survey showed that Mpumalanga

ranked the second highest province n the country with women infected by HIV and

AIDS representing 30%. On 10 December 1998 the pressure group Treatment Action

Campaign (TAC) was founded, to advocate for the rights of people living with

HIV/AIDS and to demand a national t eatment plan for those who were infected. 3D In the

25 AVERT (2006) http://www.avert.orglaidssouthafrica.htm accessed 16 July 2006
26 Ibid
27 Ibid
28 Ibid
29 Ibid
30 Civil Society and Public Policy PDS 804.: eminar five: Civil Society in Agenda Setting and Policy
Formulation. Class notes, Policy and Develop ent Studies. Pietermaritzburg: University ofKwaZulu
Natal, 2005.TAC: Treatment Action Campaig : An Overview. pA

7



same year, the then Deputy Preside ~ Thabo Mbeki launched the Partnership Against

AIDS, admitting that 1,500 HIV infec ions were occurring every day. 31 However, the rate

dropped in 1999 from 30 % to 27.3 o/c putting Mpumalanga in the third place behind the

Free State. 32 1999 data revealed the r te increase in six provinces- Free State, Gauteng,

North -West, Eastern Cape, Northe Cape and Western Cape. The rate in KwaZulu

Natal remained the same as in 199 33 The survey in 1999 revealed that the HIV

prevalence rate among pregnant worn was 22.4%.34

1.2.3. AIDS cases in the 2000s

In the year 2000 the Department of [ ealth outlined a five-year plan to combat AIDS,

HIV and sexually transmitted infeCti0fS (STls).' A National AIDS Council was set up to

oversee these developments. At the I ternational AIDS Conference in Durban, the new

South African President Thabo Mbe' made a speech that avoided reference to HIV and

instead focused on the problem of pov rty, fuelling suspicions that he saw poverty, rather

than HIV, as the main cause of AIDS. President Mbeki consulted a number of 'dissident'

scientists who rejected the link betwee, HIV and AIDS. The HIV prevalence rate among

pregnant women was 24.8% in 2001. In 2002 South Africa's High Court ordered the

Government to make the drug nevira ine available to pregnant women to help prevent

the transmission of HIV to their bab es. Despite international drug companies offering

free or cheap antiretroviral drugs,6 the Health Ministry remained hesitant about providing

treatment for people living with HIV. In 2003 the HIV prevalence rate among pregnant

women had risen to 27.9%. In Nov mber, the Government finally approved a plan to

make antiretroviral treatment publicly available. This national operational plan provided

the structure for a comprehensive resp nse to HIV and AIDS, including a national rollout

of antiretroviral therapy.35 In 2004 the rollout of antiretroviral drugs began in Gauteng in

March, followed shortly afterwards by other provinces. However, the prevalence of AIDS

in South Africa is now taking a devastating toll in human lives. According to data

31 Ibid p.4
32 Whiteside A. and Sunter C. 2000. AIDS the challenge for South Africa. p. 50.
33 Civil Society and Public Policy PDS 804

34 AVERT (2006) htt ://www.avert.or./aidssa thafrica.htm accessed 16 July 2006

35 "Background Note: South Africa"- accesse online 31/07/06
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presented by Statistics South Africa in 2005, a recent study of death registration data

showed that deaths among people 15 years of age and older increased by 62% in 1997

2002, with deaths among people aged 25-44 years more than doubling. Based on

information from nearly 2.9 million dbath notification certificates, the study revealed that

more than one third of all deaths w+ among people in that age groUp]6 Today, South

Africa is currently experiencing one f the most severe HIV epidemics in the world. By

the end of 2005, there were five and half million (5.5 million) people living with HIV

in South Africa, and almost 1,000 AI S deaths occurring every day, according to United

Nations AIDS (UNAIDS) estimates.37

According to the South African Natio al HIV Prevalence, HIV Incidence, Behaviour and

Communication Survey, 2005, HIV prevalence by province showed that KwaZulu-Natal,

Mpumalanga and Free State had the ghest HIV prevalence in South Africa in 2005. The

lowest HIV prevalence levels were re orded in the Western Cape and Northern Cape. In

rating the HIV prevalence in poputation aged two years and ahove, by province,

Mpumalanga had the highest prevalen1ce in this age group, 23.0%, followed by KwaZulu

Natal at 21.9%. Western Cape had thj lowest prevalence, 3.2%. HIV prevalence among

adults aged 15-49 years by provinc , revealed that Mpumalanga had the highest HIV

prevalence in 2005, followed by Kw ulu-Natal and Free State. These three provinces

have HIV prevalence rates that are n t significantly different. Demographically, people

living with HIV/AIDS were found i every race group in South Africa, although the

observed prevalence differed. HIV pr valence in Africans was substantially greater than

in any other racial group - 13.3% compared to less than 2% of other races. Because of a

poor response rate among Whites and Indians, their HIV prevalence estimates should be

treated with caution.38
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1.3. Research objectives

ECAP has mainly two objectives in d'scharging its programmes to its beneficiaries. The

first objective is to equip the churches in the Pietermaritburg area to intervene in the HIV

and AIDS situation. The second obje tive is to equip the students, who are undergoing

training at the Evangelical Seminary f Southern Africa, with the knowledge and skills

for ministering to people affected a d infected with HIV and AIDS. This study took

consideration of both groups of its eneficiaries. Therefore, the first objective of my

study was to give a brief history of E AP and its work in Pietermaritzburg from the time

it started up to December 2005. The s cond objective was to assess both the programmes

which ECAP has been running in HI and AIDS intervention between the period 1999

and 2005 in Pietermaritzburg by inte iewing church ministers and ESSA graduates who

received ECAP's training. The thir objective was to find out how ECAP recruits

churches for training. And the fourth objective was to explore what changes have taken

place in churches and the lives of trai ees as a result of being equipped by ECAP in HIV

and AIDS intervention.

1.4. Research questions

The main research question in this s udy was to assess whether Christian FBOs were

making any contribution to the fight against HIV and AIDS to mitigate its impact in

Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal pro ince. To answer this question, the following key

questions guided the research: How does ECAP recruit churches for training? What

strategies and methods does ECAP us to deliver its service to its beneficiaries? How has

the knowledge and skills gained in HI and AIDS training affected the trainees' attitude,

thinking, and behaviour towards peopl living with HIV and AIDS? What HIV and AIDS

related activities are you doing in y ur church as a result of receiving training from

ECAP?

1.5. Research hypothesis

Faith-based organizations make a sig 'ficant contribution in HIV and AIDS intervention.

This assumption is based on Krakaue 's theory that Africa's faith community-which in

many countries already provides mos of the care and comfort for the sick and dying as
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well as the orphans and vulnerable c 'ldren-has a significant role to play in "the social

and cultural antecedents of AIDS.,,39 tccording to Krakauer the church's versatility as a

social actor allows it to play, at least i principle, an important role in changing the social

processes of gender inequality, migra t labour networks, poor health care and education.

He adds that, "in its already recog ized role as a service provider, the church can

economically empower communities d women in particular, through skills training and

income-generating projects.,,40 He furt er argues that,

As a communicator of social messages it can emphasize gender equality and safe sexual practices,

and in the process, decrease stigmati ation. The church has the institutional advantages of an

established, loyal following; an existi g infrastructure to reach people; a centralized structure to

coordinate a consistent response; access to resources beyond the local church; and

volunteerismlaltruism as a core value. With respect to AIDS in particular, religion deals with the

causes of disease (especially in African religions), sexual morality, and how to cope with illness and

death.41

The application of this theory to t is study was useful for providing answers the

researcher was looking for since his c se study was an African faith community, ECAP,

which was working with churches and religious leaders in Pietermaritzburg in addressing

the impact of AIDS, a disease as yet thout a cure.

1.6. Research methodology

This section discusses the methods u ed to investigate the role of Christian faith-based

organizations in HIV and AIDS inte ention using a case study of the ESSA Christian

AIDS Programme. The research adopt d both a quantitative and qualitative approach.

1.6.1 Research method

A descriptive survey was employed in this study. This type of survey describes the

characteristics of the population thlt is under study, estimates proportions in the

39 Krakauer. M. Churches' Responses to AIDS in two Communities in KwaZu/u-Nata/, South Africa. Thesis
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirem nts for the Degree of Master of Philosophy in Development
Studies. International Development Centre Qu en Elizabeth House St. Antony's College Oxford University
April 2004. p. IQ
4°Ibid p. 9-10
41 Ibid p. 10
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population, makes specific predictions and tests associated relationships.42 According to

Weisberg, Krosnick and Bowen43 shrvey research is used to address the following

questions:

• The prevalence of attitudes, be iefs and behaviour;

• Changes in them over time;

• Differences between groups f people in their attitudes, beliefs and behaviour;

and

• Causal propositions about thes attitudes, beliefs and behaviour.

This study investigated whether the jtudents' attitude, thinking and behaviour towards

people living with HIV and AIDS ch1nged as a result of attending the Church and AIDS

course at the Evangelical Seminary ofl Southern Africa, facilitated by ECAP staff. Survey

research was most appropriate to esta lish the students' behaviour towards people living

with AIDS. Another reason why tie survey method was chosen in the present study

was to establish what activities E SA graduates were involved in their various

communities as a result of the training they received at from ECAP.

Survey research is used to gather con emporary data (Powell 1997: 58). It was projected

that the findings of the study would p rtray the role of ESSA Christian AIDS Programme

in HIV and AIDS intervention.

1.6.2. Population

A study population is defined as the aggregation of elements from which a sample is

actually selected.44 The population i this study comprised of two categories. The first

category was ESSA graduates, who attended the Church and AIDS course at ESSA

facilitated by ECAP. The second category was church ministers in Pietermaritzburg area

where ECAP conducted its trainings i HIV and AIDS awareness, prevention and home

based care.

42 Powell, Ronald R. 1997. Basic research m thodsfor librarians. 3rd ed. Greenwich, Conn.: Ablex.p. 61.
43 Weisberg, Krosnick and Bowen 1996 An in roduction to survey research, polling and data analysis. 3rd

ed. Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications. p. 15
44 Babbie and Mouton 2001 p.174.
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1.6.3. Size of population

The population of this study compri ed 20 graduates from ESSA, 10 church ministers

from Pietermaritzburg area, and s'x members associated with the founding and

management of ECAP from its in eption to 2005. Former and current members

associated with ECAP were intervie ed to establish the history of ECAP, its progress

and challenges it has met. Sampling i survey research allows the researcher to generalize

findings across the population from w ich the sample was taken.

In the present study, the population f ESSA graduates was 141. All of them did the

actual course because it was compuls ry for every student to take it. Out of these 141, 20

respondents were sampled. There ere 78 churches whose members were trained

between 1999 and 2005 and 10 mini ters were sampled for interviews. In both samples

the population was obtained using purposive sampling. Babbie defines purposive

sampling as "a type of non-probabil ty sampling in which you select the units to be

observed on the basis of your ownjud ement about which ones will be the most useful or

representative". He adds that "in stud ing all or a sample of the most visible leaders, you

may collect data sufficient for your p rposes.,,45 These samples were chosen because it

was assumed that the population wo d be knowledgeable about the research questions.

The population, therefore, consisted f individuals who were similar in that all of them

went through HIV and AIDS trainin with ECAP. The rationale was that by virtue of

their high-ranking positions, these r spondents would be able to offer the necessary

insights regarding the effectiveness 0 ECAP's programme. A list of key informants was

obtained from the coordinator in ECA 's office.

1.6.4. Known characteristics of the pulation

In this section, known characteristic of the population are discussed. These include

ESSA graduates, their gender, race, n ionality, church ministers and ECAP staff.

45 Babbie 2004 p. 183
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1.6.4.1. ESSA graduates

20 respondents were students who s udied the Church and AIDS course at ESSA at

different times between 1999 and 200 . They all graduated and are involved in one way

or another in the communities where t ey are sitauted.

1.6.4.2. Gender

Of the twenty respondents that receiv d questionnaires nine were male and eleven were

female graduates. The population list was obtained from the academic registrar of the

Evangelical Seminary of Southern Afr ca.

1.6.4.3. Race

There were three white, seventeen bla k and one Indian ESSA graduates. The majority of

students at ESSA come from African ountries.

1.6.4.4. Nationality

ESSA graduates who took part in this tudy came from eight different countries of which

7 are African countries and 1 is Eur an. These countries are: South Africa, Rwanda,

Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Malawi, Sw tzerland, Zambia, and Ghana.

1.6.4.5. Church ministers

10 church ministers were sampled for face-to-face interviews. ECAP conducted training

in the churches led by these ministers ·n the period between 1999 and 2005.

1.6.4.6. The ECAP staff

The ECAP staff were responsible fo furnishing me with the historical background of

ECAP and data concerning the numb r of churches that were trained in HIV and AIDS

prevention and home- based care of pe pIe living with AIDS; and the history of ECAP.
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1.6.5. Instrumentation

Most surveys utilize a simple data co lection technique. Nevertheless, combinations are

sometimes used.46 Two methods were used in collecting data in the present study. These

were a self-administered questionnai e for ESSA graduates and a structured interview

schedule, which was used to collec data from the staff of ECAP and the church

ministers.

A self-administered questionnaire was used because it allows respondents to complete the

instrument themselves.47 Bourque and Fielder argue that self-administered questionnaires

must be closed-ended ones. Respon ents of self-administered questionnaire dominated

by open-ended questions are not alw s highly motivated to answer the questions. As a

result the researcher finds out tha returned questionnaires "will frequently have

substantial amounts of missing or irr evant data.,,48 To minimise this problem, the self

administered questionnaire used in the present study included more close-ended questions

and fewer open-ended questions.

Access to the graduates was difficult ecause of their busy schedules and because most of

them come from different countri s. Some questionnaires were emailed to the

respondents while others were submi ed to the respondents who were within my reach.

The self-administered questionnaire as deemed appropriate, to allow the graduates to

complete it at their own convenience. A self-administered questionnaire also guarantees

anonymity. Due to the limited time t my disposal, the self-administered questionnaire

was chosen because it allows one to c llect large amounts of data within a short period of

time.49

46 Fowler F.J.1993. Survey research methods. 2nd ed. Newbury Park, Ca. Sage Publications. p. 54.
47 Borque and Fielder 1995. How to conduct s If-administered and mail surveys. London: Sage
Publications. p. 2
48 Ibid p. 17
49 Busha and Harter 1980 Research methods i librarianship: techniques and interpretation. New York:
Academic Press. p. 62.
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Apart from producing a better respo se rate, face-to-face interviews provide a greater

capacity for the correction of misun erstandings by respondents.50 They also allow the

interviewer to probe further for elab ration or clarity on respondents' answers. Busha

and Harter point out that verbal resp nses often provide valuable original data. 51 The

interview with the staff of ECAP nd church ministers provided some background

information that could not have been licited from the graduate students.

1.6.5.1. The questionnaire

The questionnaire was 2 pages Ion and consisted of 11 questions or items. The

questionnaire was semi-structured, t at is both open-ended and close-ended questions

were included in the questionnaire. n close-ended or structured questions, respondents

are provided with fixed responses fro which they are supposed to choose. A series of

alternative responses are given, from which respondents are allowed to choose52 These

types of questions are less demandin for the respondent and much easier to code and

analyze, as opposed to open-ended qu stions.

Powell states that close-ended quest ons are "standardisable", easy to administer and

more easily understood by responde ts, in terms of the dimensions along which the

answers are sought.53 For exampl , the questionnaire used in this study included

questions that forced respondents to c oose between fixed responses like "yes" and "no".

The shortcoming of such kind of res onses is that they sometimes force a statement of

opinion on an issue about which the espondent has no opinion. Respondents may also

be forced to choose inaccurate ans ers.54 Attitudinal questions were included in the

questionnaire to obtain data of a subj ctive nature.55 The questionnaire was designed to

assess the effectiveness of the Churc and AIDS course that the graduates took at the

Evangelical Seminary of Southern An ·ca.

50 Powell 1997 p.112.
51 Busha and Harter 1980 p. 78
52 Busha and Harter 1980 p. 70
53 Powell 1997 p. 94
54 Ibid p. 95

55 Pather 2004. A comparative study ofthe co ts and benefits ofjournal ownership versusfull-text
electronic access in the Faculty ofScience at he University ofNatal, Durban Libraries. MIS thesis.
Pietermaritzburg: University ofKwaZulu-Nat I. p. 85
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1.6.5.2. Categories of information

The questionnaire56 was divided into t ee sections. These were:

• Section A: Background inform tion

• Section B: Assessing the ef ct of the course on the attitude, thinking and

behaviour of graduates toward people living with AIDS.

• Section C: Use of the knowled e and skills obtained on the course.

Questions one to four solicited backgr und information in which respondents were asked

about their name, title, gender, race, ationality and year graduated from ESSA. Section

B comprised four questions which s ught to establish whether the graduate took the

Church and AIDS course or not. Res ,ondents who indicated that they took Church and

AIDS course were directed to respon to questions six to eight which sought to establish

whether they found the course help ul or not, and how the course influenced their

attitude, thinking and behaviour towa ds people living with AIDS. Those that indicated

that they found the course useful nd that it impacted their attitude, thinking and

behaviour were further directed to r spond to questions nine to eleven that sought to

establish how they were using the owledge and skills they got from the Church and

AIDS course in their daily life and mi istry to people.

1.6.5.3. The interview schedule

The interview schedule was divided .nto two phases. The first phase was intended to

solicit data from respondents who we e involved in the founding and running of ECAP

from 1997 to 2005. The second sche le sought to gather data from church ministers in

whose churches ECAP conducted trai ing in HIV and AIDS. The schedule had four key

guiding questions.57

56 Please note Appendix for a questionna' e that was used to solicit data from ESSA graduates.
57 Note the appendix 3 for the interview sched le with ECAP staff and other members associated with the
founding and running of ECAP.
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1.6.5.4. Pre-testing the questionnair

A pre-test allows the researcher to " earn how well their questions or instructions are

understood and how comprehensive t e response categories are."S8 A pre-test also allows

the researcher to identify questionn ire items that tend to be misunderstood by the

respondents and hence fail to yield the information that is needed. s9

1.6.5.5. Population for the pre-test

The population for the pre-tests we e five graduate students from the University of

KwaZulu-Natal. Two were Masters tudents in Information Studies (MIS) while the

remaining three were Masters student doing Theology with an HIV and AIDS focus in

the School of Religion and Theol gy, at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The

respondents were asked to fill in t e questionnaire and comment on the structure,

wording, clarity and relevance of the questions. Babbie and Mouton mention that it is

proper to pre-test the questionnaire 0 people to whom it is at least relevant.60 In the

present study Masters students were c osen because they were accessible through e-mail

and had consented beforehand to pa .cipate in the pre-test. Also they were at the same

level of studies as the researcher and were within same faculty of Humanities,

Development and Social Sciences.

1.6.5. 6. Administering the pre-test

Bourque and Fielder argue that the pr test should always be conducted prior to the actual

data collection and the results should e carefully evaluated and used in making changes

to the questionnaire.61 The questio aire was sent in August through e-mail to five

students because they could not be r ached. The respondents were given one week to

complete the questionnaire and e-ma I or send it back to the researcher, together with

their comments. Ofthe five questionn ires sent, four were returned.

58 Bourque and Fielder 1995 p. 89 as cited by awindo D. p. 45
S9 Powell 1997 p.l 05.
60 Babbie and Mouton 2001 p. 245
61 Bourque and Fielder 1995 p. 89
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1.6.5.7. Changes resulting from the re-test

Very few changes were made to th questionnaire. Some spelling mistakes in the

questionnaire were corrected and the s ructure of some questions was revised.

1.6.6. Administering the research in truments

In this section, the procedures th were followed In administering the research

instruments are discussed. instruments used in this study were the

questionnaire and the interview sched le.

1.6.6.1. Administering the questionn ire

The questionnaire was finalized and ent out, together with a covering letter, to ESSA

graduates. A list of the names of the s udents was obtained from the Academic Registrar.

The questionnaires were sent on diffe ent dates in July and August 2006. The covering

letter explained the aim of the study nd assured the respondents of confidentiality and

anonymity. The first page of the que tionnaire included instructions on how to complete

the questionnaire. Respondents were asked to return the questionnaire to the researcher

either by hand or by email. Seve al reminders were sent to students to return the

questionnaires. The response rate w s so low that it necessitated the extension of the

deadline for completing the questio aire. The number of questionnaires eventually

received totalled fourteen out oftwent ,a response rate of70%.

1.6.6.2. Administering the interview schedule

Appointments were booked with th ministers of the churches sampled prior to the

interviews. The interviews took place in different venues and at different times as agreed

by the ministers.

1.7. Data analysis

Once data is collected it should e checked for completeness, comprehensibility,

consistency and reliability. This pr cess is referred to as data cleaning. It involves

"everything from simply reading t e results, looking for surprising responses and
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unexpected patterns, to verifying or c ecking the coding of the data.,,62 Data cleaning is

done both after data collection and fter data entry into the computer. According to

Ngulube "data analysis may aid a re earcher to arrive at a better understanding of the

operation of the social processes".6 Data analysis involves categorizing, ordering,

manipulating and summarizing data to find answers to the research questions.64

Since the questionnaire included both open- and close-ended questions, coding was done

after the data was collected. Codin is "the conversion of raw data or responses to

numerical codes so that they can be tabulated or tallied.,,65 Responses to open-ended

questions were first content-analyzed before they were coded. Busha and Harter define

content analysis as: " ... the procedur designed to facilitate the objective analysis of the

appearance of words, phrases, conc pts, themes, characters, or even sentences and

paragraphs contained in printed or aud ovisual materials.,,66

Data was entered into a computer and nalyzed. The presentation of data included the use

of frequency tables. The results ar presented in chapter four. Data analysis of the

interviews with the ministers was d ne qualitatively, because the data could not be

quantified and comparisons made wit other respondents in the population under study.

1.8. Evaluation of the research meth d

Evaluation of a research method is n cessary to find out if it measured what it intended

to. Evaluation requires assessing the reliability and validity of the research method, as

well as the instrumentation. ility is defined as "the degree to which a test

consistently measures what it sets 0 to measure, while at the same time yielding the

same results.,,67 Validity refers to ' he degree to which a test measures what it is

62 Powell 1997: p. 63

63 Ngulube cited in Mawindo D. Evaluation 0 students' use ofprint and electronic resources at the
University ofMalawi College OfMedicine. M sters thesis submitted to the School of Information Studies,
The University of KwaZulu-Natal. p. 48
64 Kerlinger 1986 in Ngulube 2005. p. 138.
65 Powell 1997 p. 182.
66 Busha and Harter 1980 cited in Mawindo D 49
67 Ngulube in. Mawindo D. 2005 p.49
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supposed to measure.,,68 In other word, a valid research method measures the concepts it

is intended to measure.69 All surveys ave certain methodological limitations in common.

Additional limitations are imposed by onstraints in time and money and by other factors

unique to a particular object.7o It i not good for researchers to give readers the

impression that their research was perfect. Errors and limitations need to be

acknowledged.

1.9. Overview of the thesis

The study comprises seven chapters. Chapter one introduces the study rationale, the

context, objectives, research methodo ogy, and the limitations to the study. Chapter two

presents existing literature on the role of Christian faith-based organizations in

HIV/AIDS intervention in KwaZulu- atal. This chapter seeks to define the gap left by

other research which this study inten s to cover. Chapter three gives the background of

ECAP, a brief overview of its history from the time it was started to 2005 and finally it

gives an overview of ECAP's progra mes in Pietermaritzburg. Chapter four presents the

results and analysis of the research tha was conducted in Pietermaritzburg. It answers the

research questions that were posed i chapter one to guide the research. Chapter five

gives a summary of the results of t dissertation, and suggests recommendations for

further research.

1.10. Summary of the chapter

This chapter has mainly looked at the otivation of the study and the research objectives.

Several reasons underpin the choice f the topic and site of research. As said earlier,

Pietermaritzburg was chosen as it is I cated in KwaZulu-Natal, an 'epicenter of HIV and

AIDS' in South Africa. The main aim of the study was to assess whether Christian faith

based organizations were making any contribution to the fight against HIV and AIDS in

the province using a case study of EC P, a Pietermaritzburg based Christian FBO. To get

68 Gay 1996 in Mawindo D. p. 49
69 Weisberg, Krosnick and Bowen in Mawind D. p. 49

70 Doyle, lames K. 200 I. Handbook of IQP dvisors and students.
<htt :llwww.w i.edulAcademics/De ts/IGSD I PHbooklchlO.html#IO> 23 March 2004.
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the relevant data, quantitative and q alitative methods were used. Descriptions of the

population under study, instruments, their form and categories of questions have been

discussed. Data collection procedur s and the evaluation of the research method have

also been discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2: THE ROLE OF C

INTERVENTION.

STIAN FBOs IN HIV/AIDS

2.1. Introduction

This chapter deals with existing ody of knowledge in the field of faith-based

organizations and HIV and AIDS. It c vers a review of the literature that is related to the

research study. It intends to indic te where the present study fits into the broader

debates, thereby justifying the signifi ance of the study.?l I then review the literature on

how faith-based organizations have responded to the HIV and AIDS pandemic in

KwaZulu-Natal Province, in particula in the Pietermaritzburg area where the study was

carried out, in order to provide a cont xt for the issues surrounding my research topic and

to place my research within this body f work.

The literature review "discusses publ shed information in a particular subject area, and

sometimes information in a particula subject area within a certain time period."n The

present study was relevant in determ ning the role of faith-based organizations in HIV

and AIDS prevention and mitigatio which would assist many faith communities to

provide relevant assistance to people infected and affected with HIV and AIDS in their

communities. A number of studi been done on the role of faith-based

organizations in HIV and AIDS inte ention. Some of them focused entirely on faith

communities in general, others focus d on leaders of churches while others focused on

the activities faith communities are e gaged in. Not all studies covered the roles played

by specific faith-based organizations r churches.

The studies reviewed here concerned Christian FBOs although others included FBOs of

other faiths. 73 A few studies have I oked at the issue of churches and AIDS from a

71 Pather, Roshini. 2004. A comparative stud ofthe costs and benefits ofjournal ownership versusfull
text electronic access in the Faculty ofScienc at the University ofNatal, Durban Libraries. MIS thesis.
Pietermaritzburg: University of KwaZulu-Nat I. P.72
72 Mawindo Diana 2005. Evaluation ofstuden s' use ofprint and electronic resources at the University of
Malawi College OfMedicine. Masters thesis s bmitted to the School of Information Studies, The
University of KwaZulu-Natal.
73 Liebowitz Jeremy 2004. Faith-based orga izations and HIV/AIDS in Uganda and KwaZulu-Natal Final
report. Liebowitz was a researcher for the He Ith Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division (HEARD),
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sociomedical perspective. These qua titative studies do not start with religion as their

focus, but rather some specific out ome, such as sexual behaviour. They test for

variables, including religion, that isplay differences in the outcome across the

population74 Takyi's study is an excep ion in that she does start with religion as her focus.

She explores how AIDS knowledge a d sexual behaviour differ across religions, using a

large, pre-existing dataset (4593 worn n) from a national survey in Ghana.75

Therefore, I felt that a community-b sed study would be a positive contribution to the

field. This approach provides an anal sis of what is happening on the ground, which is

especially valuable for a topic that see s swamped at times with large-scale statistics and

high-level policy debate.76 Casley and Lury argue that this case-study approach is useful

for detailed, micro -level research, ecause it allows for a variety of data collection

methods.77 However, the study cannjt generalize the results because of the case study

research design. This study examine, the role of faith-based organizations, particularly

Christian organizations, in HIV and IDS prevention and mitigation within the broader

context of the NGO world using a c se study methodology. It is a continuation of the

studies that were conducted by Liebo itz, Krakauer, Gamer and Xaba in Kwazulu-Natal.

University of Natal with the support of t e Department for International Development Knowledge
Programme. He researched on "The impact of faith-based organizations on HIV/AIDS prevention and
mitigation in Africa" by comparing FBOs in ganda and Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa.
74 Adegbola, 0., and O. Babatola. "Prema tal and Extramarital Sex in Lagos, Nigeria". The

Continuing African HIVIAIDS Epidemic, ed'ted by I.C. Caldwelt 1.0. Orubuloye and I.P.M. Ntozi.
Canberra: Australian National University, 199 As cited by Krakauer 2004
75 Takyi, Baffour K. "Religion and Women's ealth in Ghana: Insights into mY/AIDS
Preventive and protective Behaviour." Social cience and Medicine 56 (2003): 1221-34.
76 Mark Krakauer 2004. Churches' Responses 0 AIDS in two Communities in KwaZulu-Natal, South
Africa: Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment fthe requirements for the Degree of Master of Philosophy
in Development Studies. International Develo ment Centre Queen Elizabeth House St. Antony's College
Oxford University. p. 114.
77 Casley, D. J., and D. A. Lury. Data Collecti n in Developing Countries. 2nd ed. Oxford: Clarendon
Press, I987.p.64
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My main sources in this study were rakauer,78 Liebowitz79
, and Garnerso who studied

churches' response to HIV and AID ; the impact of faith-based organizations in the

prevention and mitigation of HIV and AIDS and the knowledge ministers had about HIV

and AIDS. While Krakauer's stud focused on three denominations in the two

communities of Durban, KwaZulu- atal and used both quantitative and qualitative

methodologies, my study focused n ten (10) churches belonging to a variety of

denominations in eight (8) different c mmunities of Pietermartzburg. Data was collected

using qualitative and quantitative met ods.

2.2. Definition of faith-based organi ation

Faith-based organization, as defined by U.S. Agency for International Development

(USAID), "are groups of individuals ho have come together voluntarily around a stated

spiritual or belief system that informs and guides their work together. They range from

small, grassroots organizations with simple structure and limited personnel to large,

global institutions with highly sophi ticated bureaucracies, wide networks, substantial

financial resources, and significant h man resources. SI Yekholo sees FBOs as religious

and religious-based organizations, laces of religious worship or congregations,

specialized religious institutions, and registered and unregistered non-profit institutions

that have religious character or mi sion.s2 Ferris says that "faith-based and secular

humanitarian organizations have a Ion history of responding to people in need and today

are important players in the internati nal community's response to emergencies."S3 For

example, Smillie and Minear point ou that

Government officials are now aware t at the world's largest NGOs actually provide more aid than

do some donor governments. NGOs ar active in more countries than many governments, and they

78 Mark Krakauer 2004. Churches' Responses to AIDS in two Communities in KwaZulu-Natal, South
Africa.
79Jeremy Liebowitz 2002. "The impact 0 faith-based organizations on HIV/AIDS prevention and
mitigation in Africa. " October 2002
80 Garner, Robert C. "Safe Sects? Dynamic R ligion and Aids in South Africa." Journal ofModern African
Studies 38, no. 1 (2000): 41-69.
81 Green E.C. 2003. Faith-Based Organizatio s: Contributions to HIV Prevention. Harvard Center for
Population and Development Studies. U.S. A ency for International Development. p.3
82Imisebenzi Yekholo. Defining 'Faith-based rganization' p.28.Available online
www. lobalhealth.or<> ima<>es/ df/faith in ac ionldefinin dfaccessed 29 October 2006.
83Elizabeth Ferris. "Faith-based and secular h manitarian organizations". International review ofthe Red
Cross. Volume 87 Number 858 June 2005. p 17. Available online
www.icrc.org/Web/eng/siteengO.nsf/htmlall/r view-858-p311/$File/irrc_858]erris.pdf -
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carry more credibility with taxpayers than do government aid agencies. Indeed, some individual

NGOs have country programmes with larger budgets than the government ministries to which they

relate.S4

Although FBOs share many characte istics with other NGOs that are not religious by

definition like being influenced by t e same political, social and economic contexts,

faith-based humanitarian organizatio s are distinct from most secular humanitarian

organizations. Ferris argues that FB s are motivated by their faith and they have a

constituency which is broader than hu anitarian concerns. She adds,

For believers, to be a Jew or a Musli or a Christian implies a duty to respond to the needs of the

poor and the marginalized. The expre sion of this faith takes different forms in different religious

traditions but is a powerful motivation for humanitarian action.ss

For example, mission societies whic flourished in Europe and North America in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries sought to evangelize in distant continents, but

provided humanitarian assistance too. hey also raised awareness in their home countries

of humanitarian needs elsewhere, and individual congregations therefore often sponsored

missionaries, sending money and relie items in response to the needs they reported.86

The long Christian missionary traditio ,although often faulted today for its complicity in

colonialism, left a legacy of churc involvement in social services in all regions,

particularly in the areas of education and health. 87 Headley of Catholic Relief Services

asserts, "The principal agents of hum n development in the world have been or continue

to be faith-based organizations.,,88 F r example, in the United States of America, the

Catholic Church is the largest non-p blic provider of human services to poor families.

One-third of all AIDS patients in t e world are served through the auspices of the

Catholic Church.89 Ferris continues t argue that Christian NGOs are active in virtually

every country in the world. She stat s that, while Jewish and Islamic NGOs primarily

serve members of their own religious ommunities, Christian organizations tend to have a

S4 Ian Smillie and Larry Minear 2004, The Ch rity afNations. Kumarian Press, Inc, Bloomfi eld, USA.
sSElizabeth Ferris 2005.p 317.
S6 Ibid P 314
87 Ibid P 316.
88 William Headley "International faith-based initiatives: Can they work?" as cited by Elizabeth Ferris. In
"Faith-based and secular humanitarian organi ations" p 316.
89 Elizabeth Ferris. 2005. p 316
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more global outreach: to assist thos in need regardless of their religious affiliation.

Although within the world of Christia organizations, there are sharp differences between

them, their humanitarian work is an in egral part of their missionary activities.9o

Historically, faith-based organizations have been very active in alleviating human ills and

promoting the welfare of the people. In the immediate post-World War 11 period, there

was a dramatic increase in the numb r of secular and Christian organizations that were

created to respond to humanitarian n ed. Care International, Christian Aid and Church

World Service all had their roots in he interwar period but grew rapidly in the years

following World War 11. The World ouncil of Churches (WCC) was formed in 1948 as

a fellowship of churches, but much of its programmatic work in its early years was

concerned with responding to huma itarian need, particularly the needs of Europe's

displaced millions. Similarly, the L heran World Federation (LWF) was founded in

1947 and focused much of its earl work on responding to the needs of Lutherans

displaced by the war.9J During the 950s and 1960s, NGOs, particularly faith-based

organizations, continued to provide su stantial relief and were essential to the functioning

of the refugee-serving community. 0 e 1953 analysis found that fully 90% of post-war

relief was provided by religious agen ies. 92 But NGOs also took the lead in lobbying for

resettlement opportunities and in pro iding the resources needed for resettlement of the

hundreds of thousands of Hungarian efugees fleeing Soviet intervention in 1956. Over

the years, Northern church-based org izations channeled millions of dollars to churches

and related organizations in the Sout through what was known as "inter-church aid" in

support of local church work with the poor and with victims of wars and other disasters.

In 1962, the International Council of oluntary Agencies (ICYA) was formed, largely as

a result of the initiative of faith-based rganizations, and by 1965, as many as 65 agencies

had become members ofICYA. The I YA played, and continues to play, a unique role as

a coalition of both Southern and Nort em NGOs active in the fields of development and

90 Ibid p. 316
91 Elizabeth Ferris 2005. p. 314-315.
92 Nichols, J. B., The Uneasy Alliance: Refug e Work and US Foreign Policy. Oxford University Press,
New York, 1998, pp. 32-33
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humanitarian reliee3 From the early 1960s to the early 1980s NGOs grew in size and

range of activities, but their expa sion did not keep pace with the growth in

intergovernmental organizations, p rticularly that of the United Nations High

Commission for Refugees (UNHCR). The steady expansion of the UNHCR's mandate,

especially with the adoption of the 19 7 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees which

removed the geographical restriction, meant that UNHCR became active in situations

from which it had previously been e luded.94 By the 1980s the proliferation ofNGOs,

the growth of indigenous NGOs in de eloping countries and changing understandings of

development meant that secular and aith-based international organizations came under

increasing pressure to decrease their irect involvement in provision of services abroad

and instead to support the develop ent of local institutions. Institution-building and

empowerment replaced concepts of community organizing which had largely been

carried out by expatriate staff in the 960s and 1970s.95
. The United States Agency for

International Development has playe a leading role since the early 1990s in working

with faith-based organizations to support HIV and AIDS prevention and care

interventions. Several of these USAI -funded interventions have been recognized as best

practices by the United Nations AIDS (UNAIDS) Programme. These include the work in

Uganda with Imams on HIV preve tion, the collaboration with religious leaders on

policy and HIV prevention in Senega, and the work by MAP International in Kenya to

bring different faiths together to add ess policy, prevention and care issues. These are

only a few of the many examples of the leadership of faith-based institutions and

communities since the 1980s in HIV a d AIDS prevention and care. 96

Mark Krakauer studied 'Churches' Re ponses to AIDS in two communities in KwaZulu

Natal, South Africa'. In his researc Krakauer compared how three denominations

responded to AIDS in two communi ies of Magwaveni and Mlandaleni in the Durban

93 Elizabeth Ferris 2005. p 315.
94 Ibid p.316
9S Elizabeth Ferris 2005. p 316.
96 HIV/AIDS prevention, care and support acr ss faith-based communities: an annotated bibliography of
resources. This document has been funded by SAID/REDSO through FHI's Implementing AIDS
Prevention and Care (IMPACT) project, coop rative agreement
HRN-A-00-97-000 17-00.
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area, KwaZulu-Natal.97 Magwaveni is an informal settlement in Tongaat, a small city 70

km north of Durban and falls under e hekwini (Durban) Municipality. Mlandaleni, falls

under the rural municipality of Ndwe we. He collected data using a variety of methods,

from various social actors, in a pr cess of triangulation. Several dozen community

leaders, eleven households who held some leadership role in their local church, and 26

sick families were interviewed. He al 0 used a resource questionnaire with each family

he interviewed. He was thus able to se

AIDS from a variety of perspectives

him.98 Krakauer found that while no

the issue of what the community was doing about

and to corroborate what informants were telling

of the churches that he studied were involved in

overt prevention campaigns; they did communicate messages about sexual behaviour as

part of routine church discourse. Not s rprisingly, their sexual behaviour messages took a

moral-religious, rather than medical, approach. The Catholic Church was the only one

involved in AIDS care in these two communities.99 A similar study was done in the

Pietrmaritzburg area focusing on sex I behaviour was done by Garner. 100 Garner studied

the relationship between behaviour d religious affiliation in Pietermaritzburg using

quantitative and qualitative methodol gies to produce a more meaningful conclusion. He

interviewed 78 people belonging to ve religious categories. The respondents were not

randomly selected; he does not comp te the statistical significance of his results; and his

results do not allow or check for intervening variables. The consequence of an

unsophisticated approach is questi nable result validity, but he substantiates his

conclusions with qualitative data-s mi-structured interviews and focus groups.IOI He

found that mainline, Zionist, and Ap stolic church members and those with no church

affiliation all reported similar levels 0 extra- and pre-marital sexual activity. Pentecostal

church members were unique in rep rting lower levels of extra- and premarital sexual

activity. From interviews and inves igations into church teachings and practice, he

explained his results by noting what made the Pentecostal churches different from the

other churches. He hypothesizes that Pentecostal church members had lower levels of

97 Mark Krakauer 2004. p. 118-119
98 Mark Krakauer 2004. p.118-119
99 Mark Krakauer 2004. p. 104
lOO Gamer, Robert C. "Safe Sects? Dynamic eligion and Aids in South Africa." Journal ofModern
African Studies 38, no. 1 (2000): 41-69.
101 Krakauer 2004
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extra- and pre-marital sexual activity ecause the Pentecostal denomination has a higher

level of ideological power over me bers than the other denominations. He defines

ideological power as being compos d of indoctrination, exclusion, socialization, and

religious experience. Thus Garner's tudy presents an observed pattern, as well as a

mechanism to explain the pattern. 102 handeka Xaba103 studied the impact of ECAP in

training women in home-based and orphan care. She interviewed six of the eleven

women that received ECAP's traini g in home-based and orphan care in Ekuthuleni

Zionist Church in Imbali, Pietermarit burg. Her research aimed at analyzing the impact

of ECAP in empowering women wit skills in home-based and orphan care. All the six

women reported that they received t e relevant knowledge about HIV and AIDS and

skills to take care of the orphans and the dying AIDS patients, which they began to do

after their training. However, Xaba's tudy focused on a group of women in Ekuthuleni

Zionist Church in one community of Imbali, and did not include the assessment of the

training of clergy and ESSA students y the same ECAP in Pietermaritzburg, which this

study seeks to address.

Churches play an integral part in the c mbat against HIV and AIDS. For example, studies

conducted in Uganda have revealed th t the involvement of churches in AIDS in Uganda,

which has received the most scholarl attention due to its being regarded as a success

story, have been viewed as an int gral part of the country's success in decreasing

prevalence rates. Surveys of pregnant omen show a decrease in prevalence from a peak

of 15% in 1991 to 5% in 2001. 104 Pa khurst'05 notes that Uganda's success is primarily

attributed to the early steps the go rnment took to publicize the disease. Uganda's

President Museveni went beyond enc uraging action by the government; he used a multi-

102 Ibid.

103 Xaba, Thandeka. Community Involvemen in the fight against HIVIAIDS: a critical analysis of ESSA
Christian AIDS Programme in Pietermaritzb rg. Unpublished Honours research project. Pietermaritzburg:
The School of Religion and Theology, Univer ity ofKwaZulu-Natal. October 2005.

104 Green, Edward c., V. Nantulya, R. Stonbu er, and J. Stover. "What Happened in
Uganda?: Declining HIV Prevalence, Behavi r Change, and the National
Response." edited by J. Hogle, 1-13: Synergy roject, USAID, 2002.p. 2
105 Parkhurst, 1. (2001): "The Crisis of Aids a d the Politics of Response: The Case of Uganda."

International Relations 15 P.69-87.
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sectoral approach that coordinated nd mobilized other social institutions-industry,

NGOs, religious bodies, student grou s, etc. For their part, religious leaders in Uganda

stressed the prevention slogans of Ab tinence, Be faithful (monogamy), and Condoms

the ABCs of AIDS prevention. 106 Parkhurst l07 adds that Uganda's multi-sectoral

approach to AIDS was embodied in its prevention campaign, where different

organizations promoted different meth ds of prevention. "The government of Uganda did

not push for condoms very strongly, 'nstead pursuing a 'quiet promotion of condoms',

and inviting religious leaders to take art in discussions of condoms as a state policy."

While different sectors promoted dif erent modes of prevention, they did not snipe at

each other, and thus presented a unit d front in AIDS education. 108 Since FBOs made a

significant contribution to Uganda's success story in preventing and mitigating the

impact of HIV and AIDS some resea chers like Liebowitz chose to make a comparative

study between FBOs in Uganda ( hich have reported low rate of infection) and

KwaZulu-Natal Province which has he highest HIV prevalence rate in South Africa.

Liebowitzl09 studied the impact of f: ith-based organizations on HIV/AIDS prevention

and mitigation in Africa. He sampled a cross-section of faiths. In Uganda, this included

the following faiths and denomina ions: Catholic; Anglican (Church of Uganda);

Pentecostal; Baptist; Locally-based vangelical; Islamic (including both tabliq groups

and mainline Sunni Islamic groups); indus; and Traditional Religious Practitioners. In

South Africa, this cross-section in luded the following faiths and denominations:

Catholic; Methodist; Pentecostal; Apo tolic; Zionist; Shembe; Muslims; and Hindus. This

cross-section captured the diversity 0 faiths and denominations across two religiously

diverse countries. Liebowitz say that "these two countries also contain many common

faiths and allowed us to examin how faiths work differently across different

countries."IIO

106 Liebowitz. October 2002. p.26.

107 Ibid p.69-87.
108 Liebowitz cited in Krakauer 2004.
109 Ibid p.5
110 Ibid p.5
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To begin his study, Liebowitz interv ewed religious leaders and officials to determine

what messages they were delivering d what activities they were carrying out. Second,

members of faith communities at the I callevel were interviewed to determine: how they

perceived the activities being carri d out and the messages being delivered; what

activities they are carrying out at the ommunity level; and in what they think their faith

communities should become more in olved. An introductory workshop was held at the

beginning of the research in KwaZul -Natal, while a concluding workshop was held in

Luuka. Feedback from these worksho s was integrated into the final report.

In KwaZulu-Natal, Liebowitz's resea ch focused on Durban (a major city), Ntuzuma (a

township of Durban), and Newcastle, a rural area in KwaZulu-Natal. In all these areas a

wide variety of denominations and aiths exist. They also represent widely varying

socioeconomic, organizational, and p litical contexts. This choice of sites accommodated

potentially significant variation in t e activities of FBOs across these divides. The

research also sampled a cross-sectio of faiths which included the following faiths:

Catholic; Methodist; Pentecostal; Ap stolic; Zionist; Shembe; Muslims; and Hindus in

KwaZulu-Natal. This cross-section c ptured the diversity of faiths and in KwaZulu

Natal.'!l Religious leaders and offici Is were interviewed to determine what messages

they were delivering and what activi ies they were carrying out. Second, members of

faith communities at the local level w re interviewed to determine: how they perceive the

activities being carried out and the m ssages being delivered; what activities they were

carrying out at the community level; and in what they thought their faith communities

should become more involved. The study found that these FBOs were involved in

significant and positive activities in A OS prevention, care and support at the community

level. Almost all FBOs were carry ng out some form of activity in one of these

categories. The most common activiti s being carried out were, in order of most common

to least common: I) Awareness/edu ation; 2) Counselling and supporting testing; 3)

Home care; 4) Food or material supp rt; 5) Support for orphans; 6) Providing treatment

or medication of some kind; 7) Inco e generating activities and 8) Condom supply. In

some cases there was significant overl p across these activities, so in some cases different

I11 Liebowitz 2004. p. 6.
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activities may be part of integrated se ices. 112 However, Liebowitzl13 comments that in

some areas FBOs have done very l"ttle due to certain constraints. Few FBOs have

provided treatment and medication due to cost, lack of medical expertise, and

administrative weaknesses. He adds t at FBOs have also done little to refer patients to

appropriate services and provide info ation on those services. Finally, FBOs have not

yet done much to develop support gr ups for those infected/affected or to develop peer

education programs that involve indi iduals as trainers for their peers. 114 Activities such

as counselling and home care were 0 en difficult for FBOs to implement because of the

labour-intensiveness of these strategi s and the reliance of FBOs on voluntary workers

from their community. I 15

This current study sought to comple ent the work of Liebowitz, Krakauer, and Gamer

by studying a sample of a Christian BOs. While Liebowitz studied a cross section of

FBOs whether they were of Christia , Muslim or Hindu faith; Ntsimane studied two

ministers and Krakauer studied three denominations in two communities of KwaZulu

Natal, this study enlarged the sampl size by studying ten (10) churches in eight (8)

communities of Pietermaritzburg w ch received training from ESSA Christian AIDS

Programme. These communities co prised urban, semi-rural and rural communities.

While Liebowitz studied a cross sect'on of FBOs in KwaZulu-Natal this study focused

on one FBO, ECAP to assess whether it was making any contribution to the fight against

HIV and AIDS pandemic in Pietermar tzburg.

2.3. An overview of FBOs and their ctivities in KwaZulu- Natal

Liebowitz makes the case that FBOs ossess significant advantages in delivering certain

kinds of interventions, which have be n relatively successful in reducing HIV prevalence

rates and mitigating the worst impact f the AIDS epidemic1
16. In his research in 2002,

Liebowitz discovered that, in man cases, members of FBOs demonstrated more

commitment to their FBOs compared 0 other political, social and economic institutions.

112 (bid p. 7

114 Ibid p.3
115 Liebowitz p. 3
116 Ibid p.l
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FBOs often have a direct impact on ocial institutions, such as schools, which socialize

people and change values over tim . In addition, their jurisdiction often includes a

number of areas closely connected to IV and AIDS, such as morality, beliefs about the

spiritual basis of disease, and rules 0 family life and sexual activity. Other institutions

such as public health organizations, olitical leadership, and international NGOs have

frequently excluded such areas from their activities. For all these reasons, therefore,

FBOs are in a unique position to con ribute to the campaign against the AIDS epidemic

in Africa. 117 FBOs can also be engag d in providing treatment and medication to people

living with AIDS. Liebowitz says tha "Despite the high cost of ARVs [Antiretrovirals]

and the limited medical capabilities f many FBOs, a fair number are providing some

kinds of treatment or medication for heir members and communities.,,118 For example,

mission hospitals like McCord in Du ban and St Mary's in Mariannhill, are among the

large Christian hospitals in KwaZulu- atal which are involved in treating AIDS patients

in KwaZulu-Natal. Although only a fI w FBOs are currently providing ARVs, many are

offering other kinds of medication t at can help those infected to resist related and

opportunistic infections. For examp e, the Methodist Church in Ntuzuma provides

medication against a form of flu th t can be particularly devastating for those with

AIDS. 119In cooperation with donors nd government health providers some FBOs have

been able to provide various kind of seful treatments. However, most of the treatments

remain out of the reach of FBOs th t do not have the financial or medical resources

within their organizations, which is he case for vast majority of FBOs. Research has

shown that when FBOs act in coopera ion with other donors and government health units,

they may be extremely effective in pr viding access to medicine among those who lack it

for reasons of limited resources, geogr phical constraints, or lack of information. 120

FBOs have a role to play in advocac and communication. According to a report by the

United Nations Children's Fund (UN CEF) (2003), "The majority of FBOs involved in

HIV work place a strong emphasis on advocacy, communication and training. For

117 Liebowitz 2004:7
118 Ibid p. 11
119 Ibidp.11
120 Ibid p.11
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example, the Pietermaritzburg Agen y for Christian Social Awareness (PACSA), a

Pietermaritzburg based FBO, has b en involved in advocacy against gender-based

violence in South Africa. Haddad sa s that "gender violence is all pervasive in South

African Society". She adds,

....domestic violence is not presently lassified as a crime and therefore there are no accurate police

statistics. Given the shockingly high i cidence of domestic violence and rape in South Africa, the

magnitude of women's vulnerability t infection is overwhelming. 121

Thus the South African society is fac ng an enormous crisis regarding the prevalence of

sexual violence ....and each crisis r lates to human sexuality and to unequal power

relations between men and women 122 Therefore, Christian FBOs must engage in

advocacy against gender imbalances n KwaZulu-Natal that catalyze the spread of HIV

and AIDS.

In terms of sexual behaviour, Gamer12 conducted a research in the Pietermaritzburg area

in which he compared the relationship between behaviour and religious affiliation.

2.4. Activities of some Christian FB s in Pietermaritzburg

2.4.1. Awareness and education

Ntsimane l24 conducted interviews wit two ministers in a rural area of KwaZulu- Natal to

compare their knowledge of AIDS. H spoke to a Zionist minister and a Nazareth Baptist

(Shembe) minister. Both ministers ew that AIDS was a deadly sexually transmitted

disease. Neither knew anybody in th ir congregations with AIDS and neither spoke to

their congregations about AIDS. Th Shembe minister believed that the leader of his

church could cure all diseases, includi g AIDS. The results from Ntsimane's study show

121 Haddad B. 2002. Gender violence and HI IAIDS: A deadly silence in the Church. Journal of Theology
for Southern Africa I 14 (November 2002) p.1 0
122 Haddad B. 2002. Gender violence and HI IAIDS: A deadly silence in the Church. Journal of Theology
for Southern Africa 114 (November 2002) p.1 0
123 Gamer, Robert C. "Safe Sects? Dynamiceligion and Aids in South Africa." Journal ofModern
African Studies 38, no. I (2000): 41-69.
124 Ntsimane, Radikobo. "The Challenge of A' s in the Rural Aics [African Initiated Churches or African
Independent Churches]." Bulletinfor Context al Theology 7, no. 1 (2000): 22-25.
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that there are still some people, even eligious leaders, who are not well informed about

HIV and AIDS. This underscores te need for FBOs to get involved in activities to

increase knowledge about HIV and A DS within their congregations and the community.

Nicolson suggests that

Ministry on the AIDS problem will i volve education, attempts at social reconstruction, provision

of support for those who are HIV posi ive, those with AIDS, and their friends, partners and families,

the provision of direct practical care a d basic nursing, and care for AIDS widows and orphans.

Education about AIDS is vital, but e truth is that probably millions of people have the virus

already, and even if our educational programme was successful, there will still be all of those

already infected who will soon need 0 r care." 125

During his research, Liebowitz found that FBOs were involved in activities that ranged

from communication during sermons to workshops to crusades to peer education. 126 He

adds, "They are described under va ious labels, usually as awareness, education, or

providing information in KwaZulu-N al and as sensitization or education in Uganda.,,127

As part of its HIV and AIDS aware ess and education, PACSA on 17 October, 2000

facilitated a workshop with ministers n training at the Evangelical Seminary of Southern

Africa to explore the "ten myths" that shrouded HIV and AIDS. They also grappled with

the issue of use of condoms by young eople and abstinence as the cure for AIDS. This is

an example of an FBO is engaging he community in HIV and AIDS awareness and

education.

Liebowitz is right in saying that "In ost cases congregation members and other targets

of educational messages are eager to ow more about HIV and AIDS and respond with

many further questions." I remembe joining ECAP during my HIV and AIDS field

placement in 2003 in the Ethiopian c urch, in Sobantu. ECAP was conducting an HIV

and AIDS awareness programme thr ugh interactive drama. The ECAP official and a

volunteer engaged in a conversation bout HIV and AIDS and myths. After the drama,

some members of the congregation sked many questions. This is an indication that

125 Nicolson R. 1995. AIDS: A Christian response. ieterrnaritzburg: Cluster Publications. p.72
126 Liebowitz 2004: 8-9.
IZ7 Ibid p. 8-9.
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FBOs are an asset within communitie to deliver messages on a regular basis and can be

very effective in HIV and AIDS interv ntion.

Project Gateway is running the ''No pologies" Programme where it engages students in

some high schools of Pietermaritzb rg in HIV and AIDS education, awareness and

empowers the young people to make informed decisions about every action they take.

However, the main constraints that F Os face in their attempts to provide education and

awareness about AIDS are a lack 0 knowledge and technical expertise among those

members of FBOs carrying out the educational activities. 128 In KwaZulu-Natal, the

higher level of stigma also seems to b a barrier for some groups as they are reluctant to

discuss HIV and AIDS or reluctant to How their children to discuss the subject publicly.

2.4.2. Early childhood education

Some FBOs go beyond HIV and AI S awareness and education; they are involved in

educating the children in formal scho Is. For example, Kenosis is a Christian FBO which

is situated in Bishopstowe, a farming ommunity near Pietermaritzburg, where there is no

schooling facility available for pre s hool-going children. Many of these children are

therefore left to their own devices wh le their parents go to work on the farms during the

day. Poverty, unemployment and AI S are very evident. Kenosis has intervened in this

situation by establishing a pre-scho I to give education to vulnerable and helpless

children in Bishopstowe. It aims to encourage the educational development of

underprivileged children; to offer chi dren a safe environment while their parents are at

work; and to assist the wider corn unity by offering an educational facility.129 The

children come from three main areas: IfSt and foremost, Kenosis offers space to children

of farm labourers in the area, as the eed for them seems the greatest and it was their

initiative that led to the establishment of the school. A number of children come from an

informal settlement, Thamboville, ab ut 5 kilometers away from Kenosis. Lastly some

children come from Glenwood, a to ship or suburb of Pietermaritzburg. The creche

facility is also available to the childre from Kenosis's foster homes and the children of

128 Liebowitz 2004. p. 8-9.
129 Kenosis htt ://www.kenosis.or.za/sisters.tmlaccessed 20/09/06
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staff working at Kenosis. Another C istian FBO involved in formal education is Project

Gateway. It runs Gateway Christia School which aims to provide good quality

education, at affordable fees, in a Chr stian setting. Many of the children that attend this

school come from deprived backgrou s and depend on sponsorship to cover their school

fees. Some of these children are orpha s who have lost their parents or relatives to AIDS

related illnesses. 130

2.4.3. Home- based care, food and ~terial support

Liebowitz found that home-based care and visitation were the common activities of many

FBOs in KwaZulu-Natal. During s ch visits, those involved provide care, moral,

emotional, and support, food, and reatment. In some cases congregation members

initiated such programs and often ar entirely responsible for carrying them out. For

example, Rivelife Community Centre's a Christian FBO based in Eastwood, a suburb in

Pietermaritzburg, a project of River f Life Ministries. It is actively involved in home

based care and support of people and amities infected and affected with HIV and AIDS.

During my interview with the proje t manager, I gathered that the project works in

Cinderella Park in Ward 34. It has vol nteers that were trained and now work in the nine

communities in Ward 34 to help peop e. Every day a volunteer is assigned to one or two

patients or to a family that has a per on living with AIDS to help with delivering food

parcels, to encourage the patient to ta e medication and prepare meals. After this work is

done volunteers go back to RiveLife Community Centre to report on their visit. If one

reports, for example, that he or she ound a sick child who needs treatment, RiveLife

sends that child to a doctor and pays for the medical bills. If the child is school-going,

RiveLife reports to the school and pie ds with the school to keep the child's place while

the child gets hospital treatment. In c ses where a patient has died, volunteers come to

report to RiveLife, then proceed to r port to the Ward counselor, who then goes to the

nearest hospital to sign a document to obtain a 'pauper's burial' ( it is a burial where the

family can't afford to pay for burial so the hospital pays for burial).I3!

130 Project Gateway brochure accessed 8 Sept mber 2006.
131 Mrs M. Naidoo, Interview by the research r on 18 September 2006 at Rivelife Community Centre in
EastWood, Pietermaritzburg.
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Another FBO involved in home-based care is the Community Care Project, which is part

of the many programmes that Project ateway houses. The project focuses on caring for,

assisting and equipping care-givers a d children, paying particular attention to widows

and orphans. Community Care Project gives food parcels and toiletries to people living

with AIDS through caregivers. Howe er, this activity has proved unsustainable due to a

lack of funds from Project Gateway a d as such the giving of parcels is limited to people

who are in great need. Home visiting and care programs allow FBOs to provide support

to those who might otherwise not get ccess to it due to stigma, poverty or the inability to

reach services.

2.4.4. Providing medication

Some FBOs are involved in providin medical facilities to people in their communities.

One such FBO is Kenosis which run Bishopstowe Family and Health Care Clinic. The

Clinic provides the broader Bishopsto e Community with comprehensive health care. It

is serviced once a month by Pieterm itzburg City Health on the second Tuesday of each

month. Besides providing comprehen ive health care, it educates people about HIV and

AIDS; and provides support to those i fected and affected by HIV and AIDS. It offers the

following service: Basic health car ; HIV and AIDS counselling and testing; family

planning; well baby clinic and care of inor ailments. 132

It also runs an outreach amongst fa labourers in the community of Bishopstowe with

the aim to educate labourers (mostl cane cutters) about HIV and AIDS and related

issues; to encourage people to go for esting; to encourage positive healthy living; and to

encourage people to make use of the I car clinic.

2.4.5. Counselling and supporting te ting;

Many FBOs also regularly undertake ounselling and provide advice and encouragement

to those infected and others in need 0 advice and support. 133 In his research in KwaZulu

Natal, Liebowitz discovered that topi s of counselling varied but included areas such as

encouraging testing, living positively, and knowing where to go to get support and access

132 Kenosis htt ://www.kenosis.or.za/sisters html accessed 20/1 0/2006
133 Liebowitz 2004 p.9
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services. FBO leaders and workers ide tified counselling as an area of high demand and a

service appreciated by those who re eived it. He also noted some challenges to this

service in that FBO leaders and wor ers also identified significant obstacles to FBOs

carrying out effective counselling. T e first obstacle was that "unwillingness of those

infected to identify themselves publici (due to stigma) made them reluctant to come and

seek counselling.,,134 The second ob tacle was the lack of training and experience in

counselling among some FBOs. Thi means that most counselling activities by FBOs

have targeted small numbers or hav been limited in what they could achieve due to

resources. 135

Grace Pregnancy Crisis Centre (PCC , under the auspices of Project Gateway, does not

do HIV and AIDS testing but has negotiated with another organization in

Pietermaritzburg where it sends its c1i nts for HIV and AIDS testing. Their focus is rather

on pregnancy testing. Those women t at are found pregnant get continuous counselling.

Even abortion and post abortion co nselling is available for any woman who feels

trapped by the issues of pregnancies. uring an interview with an official at this centre, 136

I gathered that 40- 50% of women ho pass through the Pregnancy Crisis Centre are

HIV-positive, and that counselling is n integral part of PCC. However, every Christian

Faith-Based Organization has some limitations, particularly financial limitations. Thus

PCC can accommodate only eight wo en per period of three months.

2.4.6. Support for orphans.

Another ministry of FBOs IS sup orting orphans. According to the findings in

Liebowitz's study of FBOs' involvem nt in HIV and AIDS mitigation in KwaZulu-Natal,

FBOs provide support for orphans th ough direct material support, food, paying school

fees, and providing care and treatment For example, one such church project is KwaCare

in Pinetown under the auspices of H s Church (His Church is a Pentecostal Church in

Pinetown). This project has "adopted' Kwadabeka Township in outer Pinetown area to

134 Liebowitz p.9
135 Ibid p.9
136 Interview with stakeholder of Grace Pregn ncy Crisis Centre 14/07/06. The name has been withheld
because the stakeholder was not authorised to ive the information.
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care for the orphans and vulnerable hildren living there. During my year three in my

ministerial studies in 1999, we studen s used to go to an orphanage in Kwadabeka to help

with caring for orphaned and abando ed children. KwaCare used to collect clothes, food

parcels, household utensils and mone to be distributed in this poverty stricken township.

Some items were sold and money col ected to support families. Besides giving KwaCare

money and items, some members oft e congregation used to adopt families and children

so they would provide monthly finan ial support to send children to school and support

them with food, clothing and good sh Iter. Other FBOs in Pietermaritzburg area that are

involved in orphan care are: Project ateway, Umngeni AIDS, and God's Golden Acre.

Project Gateway runs orphan care an support in a Duduza home. This home provides a

short-term place of comfort to fourte n children at a time, where each child is cared for

by a special foster mother. This incl des all vulnerable children and those infected and

affected by HIV and AIDS up to the ge of five years. This project is sponsored by New

Covenant Fellowship in Pietermaritzb rg but is housed by Project Gateway.13?

Umngeni AIDS is an Anglican FB that undertakes orphan care among other HIV

related activities. God's Golden Acre Khayalihle is another FBO that is involved in a

community outreach project that sup orts orphans in extended families in rural areas,

residential care in cluster foster horn s, home schooling and a pediatric hospice in Cato

Ridge. 138 While the list of those F Os involved in orphan care is fairly long, it is

important to note that the number of BOs with the resources to undertake this activity

on a sustained basis remains fe . Although many do so informally through

congregational initiatives for suppo , or through family networks, formal programs

remain limited in number. In line with the findings of another study, most orphan support

programs at the congregational level a e small-scale and support a few orphans, often less

than 100 per congregation. 139 In some ases, such activities may be handled through other

NGOs that specialize in support.
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HOPE for AIDS is a project of Servi g in Mission (SIM) and is most active in Kwa-Zulu

Natal. The sheer number of AIDS rphans makes it impossible for all of them to be

cared for in foster homes or by their xtended families. Therefore, HOPE for AIDS runs

three orphanages, two of them in co bination with a foster care program. It also runs

home-based care programs which se k to help and encourage those who are dying, and

also to provide education and preven ion awareness for the families, along with spiritual

care and counselling for all. 140 In add tion it is involved in translation.

We are translating AIDS-related traini g materials into Zulu. 141

A SIM-related Bible School offers a comprehensive course on dealing with AIDS, not

only for its students but also for near y pastors and community leaders. The AIDS crisis

has been a catalyst for successful coo eration between Asian-Indian churches and black

African churches in outreach and care 142

2.4.7. Empowerment through ineo e generating activities

Liebowitz sees another role of FBOs s initiating income generating activities which can

be used to support their congregation under increasing strain due to the financial burden

of AIDS. According to the findings from this research, several FBOs are involved in

generating income. 143 For example, t e Project Gateway is involved in training people in

communities around Pietermaritzbu g in income generating activities like business

development, and rural home indu tries. Included in rural industries is community

vegetable growing. With the pressin need for people living with AIDS to supplement

their vitamins to boost immunity, P oject Gateway trains people in the rural areas of

Pietermaritzburg to grow vegetables. These community vegetable gardens are managed

by the community and proceeds sold to community members to generate income. Other

activities are sewing and dress makin , knitting and fabric painting. Project Gateway thus

trains disadvantaged women to mak or market garments and household goods, which

they can be proud to use or sell. 144 D ring my interview with the trainer, she told me that

the public donate fabric and cotton hich the trainees practice on. I saw a woman at
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Project Gateway who had sewn a ver beautiful duvet of many colours and told me that

would sell it for R600.

The second FBO is the Pregnancy Cri is Centre (PCC), which trains pregnant women in

skills of vegetable growing, making oap, and different types of candles at the centre

which helps them to sell their items During my interview with the manager of this

centre, he stated that "this is the way t empower these women so that they feel confident

as they release their creativity."

The third FBO involved in income nerating activities is God's Golden Acre, which

runs the Agricultural Project as part 0 the Rural Outreach Programme (Gcinosapho). The

aim of this programme is to support rphaned and abandoned children in impoverished

families, affected and infected by HI and AIDS, by facilitating the family's capacity to

cope and eventually to become as sel sustainable as possible.1 45 The project is involved

in both animal and crop production. amilies which take care of orphans in their homes

are given a chicken coop with five ens and one rooster. After ten months they are

expected to have bred and the people keeping these chickens are required to give eight

chickens back to the program. The chi kens that have been given back to the program are

then redistributed to families which h ve not received any chickens yet. In terms of crop

production, families plant fruit trees nd seeds in a small piece of ground next to their

dwellings. These are first planted by a agricultural professional and then the families are

given advice on how to nurture and g ow these seeds and trees so that one day they can

be fruitful. 146

2.4.8. Promoting arts and sports

Some Christian FBOs are involved i promoting arts and sports. For example, God's

Golden Acre147 is an FBO involved in promoting sports among the young people who are

orphaned or destitute. "In the poverty- tricken rural areas of KwaZulu-Natal the HIV and

AIDS pandemic has caused a serious reakdown in the traditional family, and community
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structures. The youth who live here ace a very bleak future.,,148 In response to this

situation, God's Golden Acre started empowering children through sports and arts and

crafts. The FBO believes that "sport h s a very positive influence on the self-image, gives

relaxation, confidence and discipline to the individuals taking part. As a result, the

children gain real sense of belonging and purpose.,,149 God's Golden Acre has started a

football league in which about one undred teams are currently participating with the

ethos that the active participation of t ese children in an organized soccer league would

empower them and provide a social enue whilst drawing them away from the grip of

drugs, alcohol and violence. It also elieves that the soccer league can promote a sense

of group identity; act as a form of rei tegration into the community and give youths an

alternative to joining gangs in order to gain that sense of belonging. Sport also helps them

to boost self-esteem by taking part i team sport and promotes a culture of health and

fitness and hence decreases the app al of drugs and alcohol. Through these sporting

activities, God's Golden Acre ide tifies talented individuals from disadvantaged

communities and empowers them hrough the game of football to create career

opportunities. 150

The second programme is the arts nd crafts educational training programme. This

programme is aimed at supporting" rphaned and abandoned children in impoverished

families, affected and infected by HIV and AIDS. This helps the family's capacity to cope

and eventually to become as self-s stainable as possible.,,151 In the Arts and Crafts

Programme the young adults receive professional training in arts and craft skills. The

training focuses on craft products suc as sewing and beadwork, and mosaic. 152 Included

in arts is the Song and Dance educatio aI training programme. It is a professional training

project in music, song and dance. God's Golden Acre has a partnership with Dancelink, a

professional dance company, from hich the youth receive professional training. The

FBO believes that the youth's invol ement in song and dance training assists them in

building their self-confidence and dev loping their natural talents. The organization takes

148 Ibid
149 Ibid
150 God's Golden Acre htt ://www.odsoldeacre.nl/uk/index.html accessed 08/10/06
151 Ibid
152 Ibid
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pride in what it has achieved so far. For example, several of its youth that had been

supported achieved very well, and fi om among them a well-trained choir and dance

group has been formed. The highlig of this arts programme was the performance of

some of its dance groups for ex-presid nt Nelson Mandela several times, as well as at the

opening of the World Child Abuse C nference at the International Conference Centre in

Durban. "For these children the proj ct is a real lifeline, giving them a purpose and

direction in life.,,153

2.5. Can FBOs be hindrances to H and AIDS intervention?

Liebowitz argues that some analysts esignate FBOs as an obstacle or a hindrance to

preventing and mitigating HIV/AIDS. hey highlight the resistance of religious leaders to

condom use, the stigmatization of AI S as an immoral disease, and the way in which

religion limits open discussion on exuality, gender relations, and intergenerational

relations. 154 For example, he cites muyunzu-Nyamongo as claiming that "religious

barriers that oppose the promotion of condoms can lead to ineffective prevention

strategies." 155

2.6. Summary of the chapter

The literature review in this chapte focussed mainly on three authors- Liebowitz,

Krakauer and Garner- who researc ed the role that the FBOs or Christian faith

communities are playing in KwaZul -Natal to combat the HIV and AIDS pandemic.

From the literature studied above it ap ears that HIV and AIDS has taken a heavy toll on

people's lives and health and that go ernment agencies are struggling to cope with the

pandemic. In this situation, FBOs hav emerged as auxiliary partners of the governments

in preventing and mitigating the impa t of the pandemic. While some FBOs may struggle

financially to run their programmes, 0 hers are making a contribution to the reduction of

HIV and AIDS.

153God's Golden Acre htt ://www.odsoldencre.nl/uk/index.htmlaccessed 08/10/06
154 Liebowitz 2002:5.
155 Amuyunzu-Nyamongo, et. aI., "Barriers to ehaviour change as a response to STOs including
HIY/AIDS: The East African Experience," pp 1, 7-9. In. Liebowitz 2002 p.60
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Although there are many FBOs i KwaZulu-Natal and Pietermaritzburg area in

particular, which are involved in HI and AIDS-related activities, this literature review

surveyed a total of thirteen FBOs. Ma y of these FBOs are involved in various activities

including: awareness and education; counselling and supporting testing; home care;

food or material support; support fi r orphans; sroviding treatment or medication of

some kind; income generating activ ties; and condom supply. However, other FBOs

have done very little due to certain s h as: inadequate funds, lack of medical expertise,

and administrative weaknesses.
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CHAPTER 3: mE BACKGROUN OF ESSA CHRISTIAN PROGRAMME

3.1. Introduction

ESSA Christian AIDS Programme ( CAP) is a project of the Evangelical Seminary of

Southern Africa (ESSA), which was d signed to respond to the HIV and AIDS pandemic

around the city of Pietermaritzburg. T e programme began with a notion of educating not

just its own theological students but Iso local church congregations, pastors and their

wives on the realities of the HIV and AIDS pandemic. The programme encourages and

equips participants to develop a carin response in their own ministry contexts. 156 It has

been in operation for over seven year . The work of ECAP is mainly concentrated in the

black townships in the Pietermaritzb rg area where HIV and AIDS is most prevalent.

With the respect and confidence tha pastors have within the black communities, the

focus is on local congregations for HI and AIDS education, training in care giving and

empowerment, and networking with ther local groups so that they will eventually ini

tiate their own HIV and AIDS projec s in their communities. l57 By the end of 2005, 78

churches had already been trained ome of which have established HIV and AIDS

projects in their churches or comm ities and have begun HIV and AIDS ministry.158

This chapter presents a brief history of ECAP and its activities since the time it was

initiated.

3.2. Historical Background

3.2.1. Early developments of ECAP 1997-1999)

ECAP started in 1997 as the Church nd AIDS course run by Rev. Jim Johnston. 159 At

the time, Johnston was a chaplain an lecturer in counselling and practical subjects like

pastoral theology and preaching at t e Evangelical Bible Seminary of Southern Africa

(EBSemSA). EBSemSA later becam what is known as the Evangelical Seminary of

156 SIM Hope for Africa. (htt ://www.ho efor ids.or
157 Ibid
158 Data retrieved from ECAP's list of church s that have been trained since 1999 to 2005.
159 Rev Jim lohnston was a chaplain and lectu er in counselling and practical subjects like pastoral theology
and preaching at the Evangelical Bible Semin ry of Southern Africa (EBESemSA). He is the one who
started teaching the Church and AIDS course t ESSA which later evolved into ECAP. Meanwhile he
manages Beth Shalam House in Hilton.
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Southern Africa (ESSA) in the yea 2000. During my interview with Houstonl60, I

wanted to establish what motivated hi as the principal of ESSA to establish ECAP. In

his response he said,

ESSA had wanted to be seen connect d to the community and not just an 'ivory tower'. As such

ESSA ran a course called Urban Miss on Community Development Programme (UMCP) for some

ten years also. 161

This course, the Urban Mission Corn unity Development Programme, was started as a

response to the catastrophe caused by he seven-day war between the Inkatha Movement

and the non-Inkatha controlled in Edendale and Imbali townships In

Pietermaritzburg area.. Aitchison sai according to witnesses, Inkatha members were

behind most of attacks on members of the United Democratic Front (UDF) between

March 25 and March 31. 162 The UDF was formed in 1983 as a front organisation for the

then banned African National Con ess. 163 These attacks devastated Pietermaritzburg

community.164 According to South An ican Press Association,

At least 80 people were killed and 20, 00 left homeless in the so-called seven-day war which began

in Msunduzi valley in the KwaZulu-N tal Midlands on March 25,1990. 165

Therefore, in its attempt to contribut to the rebuilding of the devastated communities,

ESSA started UMCP course, ,which ffered skills like sewing, carpentry and secretarial

training. This course encountered thr e problems: first, training was very good but not

many people who went through it ere getting jobs. Second, Project Gateway began

160 Bill Houston was the vice principal for EB emSA from 1993 to 2002 when he was appointed the
principal for ESSA. During his time as the vic principal, (between 1997 and 1999) he played a major role
in establishing the foundations ofECAP. He as part of the AIDS committee that held meetings every now
and then about ECAP and he drew strategic pi ns for ECAP. He stopped working with ESSA in 2005 and
now works for OCI [Overseas?] as the region I director for Africa responsible for consultancy in 30
theological colleges in Africa.
161 Bill Houston, interview by Charles Manda n 2 November 2006 at ESSA, Pietermaritzburg.

162 South African Press Association, 1996" azulu-Natal's Seven-Day War Claimed At Least 80 Lives."
South African Press Association, Pietermaritz urg Nov 18, 1996 available online

< htt ://www.do·.oov.za/trc/media/1996/961Is961118b.htm>
163 Ibid
164 Aitchison, J.J. W. 1999. The seven days wa (25 March to 31 March 1990): background, course and
questions. In. Levine, L. (Ed) Faith in turmoil The seven days war. Pietermaritzburg: Pietermaritzburg
Agency for Christian Social Awareness, pp 1 9-135.
http://www.pacsa.org.za/publications.html
165South African Press Association, 1996 Kw zulu-Natal's Seven-Day War Nov 18, 1996
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offering training in skills as well like bricklaying, sewing, carpentry, business course to

mention a few. Third, ESSA could ot find a good board to manage it. Then ESSA

leadership decided to stop offering t1 UMCP course and started another course called

Training for Transformation (TFT) aving reasoned that duplicating activities was a

waste of resources.

We tried to start the Training for Trans ormation (TFT) idea. It aimed at training members of local

churches to be involved in developme issues. The idea was to use our final year students and get

connected with local churches and rain members of local churches to go into community

development. 166

ESSA got a small grant from the P W Foundation that assisted it to start TFT. This

course ran for two years but then it stopped because there was not enough time for

teaching it. As an alternative, ESSA leadership asked 10hnston to design and teach a

course on HIV and AIDS to ESSA students. 10hnston attended a meeting at African

Enterprise (AE) together with a med cal person who was working internationally with

AIDS. The meeting was about HIV nd AIDS in the church. 10hnston said, "She was

horrified that so many Christians we e just saying it is God's judgment and they had

nothing to do with this.,,167 By this ti e 10hnston was already working to get the course

going and he was asked by the semin ians to network with them to bring about a course

in HIV and AIDS.

So we worked pretty close together nd had biblical subjects looking at some of the issues 

judgment issues for instance, looking t the healing ministry of the church together with issues of

HIV and AIDS. Then we needed to w rk at the knowledge of what happened on the medical side

of the disease and then how the church ould minister in this. 168

10hnston and his team of seminarian continued putting together material for the course

by drawing together a team of exp rts to speak on the subject among whom were

Professor H. Philpot, the then dean 0 Medical School in Durban and Anna Voce who

helped design curriculum.

166 Bill Houston, interview by Charles Manda n 2/11/06, at ESSA, Pietermaritzburg.
167 Jim 10hnston interview by Charles Manda on 18/09/06 at Hilton, Pietermaritzburg.
168 Ibid
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The committee continued to develo and outsource materials to use for the AIDS course at

EBSemSA and for outreach to the co unity.169

In his letter written on 1st October 199 to Mr. David Cunningharn of AID for AIDS- part

of Scripture Union in Bulawayo, Zi babwe, Pastor Paulos Nkonyane requested some

training material for use at EBESem A. He wrote, "Now the seminary is developing

itself in terms of collecting materia for the benefit of the students and the outside

Christian community". 170 The team al 0 visited some of the units where testing for AIDS

was being done. They also went to hospital and spoke to people who were doing

counselling. Thus the Church and AI S course developed along those lines. By this time

EBSemSA was already teaching the hurch and AIDS course to students using material

from the AIDS Training Information nd Counselling Centre (ATTIC), an organization

that was dealing with the HIV and A DS patients in Pietermaritzburg City. The course

was offered in the second semester an became a compulsory course for every student. It

was facilitated by qualified staffmem ers of ATTIC and the seminary lecturers. l7l So by

1997 and 1998 Church and AIDS co rse was taught to students at EBSemSA. I asked

10hnston what motivated him to start teaching the Church and AIDS course and this is

what he told me,

It was in the mid I990s when papers ere being written about HIY and AIDS and it was appearing

in news papers and journals about ho catastrophic this pandemic would be but the Christian world

seemed not to be interested. In fact th y were also wringing their hands that this is God's judgment

and the disease was labelled a disease or homosexuals and this was a punishment for homosexuals.

But already in Africa it was very c1ea that it was not just a homosexual thing it was heterosexual

and it was spreading rapidly. 172

So 10OOston was determined to do s mething about the new disease and the first thing

that came to him was a vision to start teaching a course on HIV and AIDS at EBSemSA

with the hope that students could get i volved in the intervention strategies.

169 Minutes of the AIDS Committee of 21 Ma 1998 held at EBESemSA. The minutes are kept at the
ECAP's office, IQ Long Market Street, Piete aritzburg.
170 Letter written on 1sI October 1998 by Past r Paulos Nkonyane to Mr. David Cunningham of AID for
AIDS- Scripture Union, Bulawayo, Zimbabw . It is preserved in ECAP's file of Minutes, in ECAP's
Office.
171 Minutes of the AIDS Committee of21 Ma 1998 held at EBESemSA held at ECAP's office.
172 Jim Johnston interview by Charles Manda on 18/09/06 at Hilton, Pietermaritzburg.
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3.2.2. Launching the HIV and AIDS course into the community

When the issue of HIV and AIDS tra ning came up the AIDS committee 173 saw it as an

opportunity to get involved because a that time TFT was closing down. Therefore they

used the resources they had in TFT a d the links with the churches to do HIV and AIDS

work. The need to extend their effo s in HIV and AIDS awareness went beyond the

classroom into the communities sounding Pietermaritzburg after the situational

analysis which was conducted by Oky re_Manu l74 and

Nkonyane175 in the communities of S bantu and Imbali. The analysis revealed that many

pastors in the churches around Pieter aritzburg did not know anything about HIV.

They had no clue about HlV/AIDS an people were stigmatized; I mean HIV was associated with

evil. People who are involved in prost tution and all that were the ones who were seen having the

disease so there was a lot of silence ab ut the disease. 176

The study also revealed that some p ople were being victimized after being diagnosed

HIV positive.

There was even violence around the isease if one should say I am HIV positive. People would

want to get you out of the community nd things like that. 177

There was a myth circulating that if n HIV positive man has sex with a virgin, it will

cure AIDS. This caused the rape of c ildren and virgins in Sobantu. In response to this

situation the AIDS committee came u with the strategy of negotiating with pastors and if

they agreed then the team would enter into their churches and begin training.

We used to go to a church and spe k to the minister; If he or she allowed us to speak to the

congregation about AIDS then we sp ke. They realized that ESSA is part of the Cluster and the

173 AIDS Committee was a group of staff and tudents at EBSemSA who were steering the Church and
AIDS course.
174 Benson Okyere-Manu was a member ofth AIDS committee from 1997 to 1999 and a lecturer in
Training for Transformation. He initiated the evelopment course at ESSA while he was pursuing further
studies at the University ofNatal. He also wo ed together with Professor Philippe Denis at the School of
Theology in teaching Church and AIDS cours . He became the first manager of ECAP and served from
1999 to 2004 when he resigned from office. now works as the manager for Community Care Project at
Project Gateway.
175 Paulos Nkonyane was a member of the AI S committee, who together Okyere-Manu conducted a
situational analysis in Sobantu and Imbali to ships to access the impact of HIV and AIDS and what the
churches were doing about it. Nkonyane was e first employee of ECAP as a fieldworker in April 1999.
He now works as a chaplain in Pretoria, Sout Africa.
176 Okyere-Manu, interview by Charles Mand on 20/09/06, at Project Gateway, Pietermaritzburg.
177 Ibid
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distinctive thing about the Cluster178 s contextualization- Christianity in context... So the idea of

ECAP was to have a ministry from th seminary where students could be involved. In fact, the early

committee comprised of some of tho e students who had done the Church and AIDS course and

were particularly burdened by what w s happening around them.'79

Thus the AIDS committee put toge her a course similar to the one being taught at

EBSemSA using the TFT methodolog to instruct people in the churches and that is how

ECAP came about. Thus

ECAP was never officially launched, here was a period of developing ideas- what shall we teach,

how shall we teach, role play, [and ass milate] the testimony of persons living with AIDS. 18o

To begin training churches, ECAP st ff met with pastors individually to talk to them, to

gain access into their churches and t en minister to the entire church. Once permission

was granted by the minister, then EC P would start running workshops and seminars for

them to bring awareness of issues pe aining to HIV and AIDS at a broader scale. There

was a time when ECAP invited the t en deputy mayor of Pietermaritzburg to come and

give input because she was very outsp ken in the area of HIV and AIDS.

So we brought her in and she too mi istered. A number of other people from the university and all

that, we invited them to come and giv input. 181

ECAP staff used to have monthly trai ing for pastors and churches so the two were going

concurrently- the training of pastors nd their committees, and the training of churches.

ECAP was not only effective at ESS and in the churches; it also had a link with the

School of Theology, at the University of Natal. During my interview with Okyere-Manu,

he told me that,

Actually I worked with Professor Philippe Denis for nearly three years doing HIV and AIDS work,

the course on Church and AIDS and ormally we would invite some of the people living with the

disease that we were working with a ECAP to come and work with us. They would give their

testimonies to encourage other people 0 that they can be open about HIV. 182

178 Cluster is a group of theological institution around Pietermartizburg which share common resources
especially literature. These institutions includ the School of Religion and Theology, the Evangelical
Seminary of Southern Africa, Maphumulo Se inary now closed, and St. Joseph Catholic Seminary at
Cedara, Howick.
179 Jim Johnston interview by Charles Manda on 18/09/06 at Hilton, Pietermaritzburg
180 Ibid
181 Okyere-Manu, interview by Charles Mand on 20/9/06 at Project Gateway, Pietermaritzburg.
182 Ibid
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ECAP also worked with the universi to access the input into the HIV research that was

going on there.

3.2.3. Strategic planning

The AIDS committee invited Profess r Philpot again to help them do strategic planning.

The knowledge and skills obtained as isted them to draw up the strategic plan which was

submitted to the Australian Gove ent and through that they received some funding

from Serving in Mission (SIM) Christi n mission organization. However, the first grant of

R40000 came from the Department of Health after submitting a proposal which the ECAP

committee drew up with the help of Pr fessor Philpot. 183

3.2.4. Implementing HIV and AIDS ourse in the churches

The meetings that led to the founding of ECAP started as early as 1998. In one meeting

which was held at EBSemSA on 21 May 1998, the AIDS Committee members (the

committee of the few students, who had completed HIV and AIDS and the Church's

Response to AIDS, as a first year cou se) discussed many issues of concern. ECAP faced

two challenges to carrying out its stra egic plan. The first one was the attitude of people

that reinforced discrimination and sti a against people living with AIDS. The churches'

response to AIDS was the attitude that AIDS was punishment from God.

Our challenge is to change the attitud s of the Evangelical and Independent churches reluctance to

accept AIDS as any other disease; our ajor obstacle is to change our viewing of AIDS as an effect

of the judgment ofGod. '84

On 4th March 1999, Houston, the then ice principal of the EBSemSA drew up a business

plan for the EBSemSA Christian AI S Programme. The objectives of this programme

would be to provide training for local hurches in the community with respect to HIV and

AIDS awareness, counselling and h me-based care; to establish a network of church

leaders and other para-church org nizations such as RAP, Project Gateway, the

Cathedral, and many others; and 0 devise strategies for community-based care

183 Minutes of the AIDS Committee of21 Ma 1998 held at EBESemSA. Documents are kept at ECAP
office.
184 Minutes of the AIDS Committee of21 Ma 1998 held at EBESemSA. Minutes kept at ECAP office.
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education. 185 In this network, ECA 's role would be to provide training for those

programmes; and to provide traini g in the seminary for EBSemSA's final year

ministerial students. 186 At this time E AP's main focus would be in educating ministers,

and church workers on HIV and AIDS.

The second challenge was that of rai ing funds to meet the running costs of ECAP. To

this end the AIDS Committee memb rs encouraged each other to pray for the project.

They drew examples from Zimbabw where a similar AIDS project worked was being

run through the church and those ho were working there were volunteers. Thus

Christian volunteers were recruited w 'le the AIDS committee members wrote a proposal

to submit at a meeting of physicians i Durban asking for funding. 18
? Different volunteers

were assigned tasks to carry out in the communities and they reported success. For

example, one volunteer ran works ops on AIDS awareness. The project manager

facilitated workshops on positive li ing for people with AIDS which were held at

ATTIC. Some staff members attend d workshops on adolescent health and income

generating activities. ECAP did not nly concentrate on HIV awareness campaigns but

also on training communities to esta lish community-based projects, with the help of

volunteers, to generate their own inc me which could be used to support people living

with AIDS. For example, one volunte r reported, "The work on sewing is still continuing

well from the sewing groups."188

On II November 1998 a regional m eting was organized by the Department of Health

KwaZulu-Natal HIV and AIDS and TDS [Sexually Transmitted Diseases] Programme

and EBSemSA was invited to attend. The objectives of this meeting were to define the

roles and functions of the regional co rdinator for NGOs and CBOs [Community Based

Organizations]; to integrate HIV and IDS and STDs and TB [Tuberculosis] into district

health systems; and to eliminate dupl cation of functions. The results of this interaction

with the Department of Health was that the EBSemSA Christian AIDS Programme

185 ECAP's annual quarterly report 1999. Rep rt accessed from ECAP office.
186 Minutes of All Staff Meeting held on 12 rch 1999 at 11.35 am in the Tearoom. Minutes kept at
ECAP office.
187 Minutes of the AIDS Committee of21 Ma 1998 held at EBSemSA located at ECAP's office.
188 ECAP's annual quarterly report 1999 pres rved at ECAP's office.
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received a donation of forty thousa (J Rands. 189 During the All Staff Meeting on 12

March 1999, the vice principal of E SemSA announced that ECAP had received this

donation from the Department of He Ith. 190 It was agreed in the same meeting that a

fieldworker would be appointed by 31 March 1999 on contract until the end of 1999. This

fieldworker would be a theologically and pastorally trained Zulu speaking person who

would design an effective training or educational programme together with the helpful

teaching aids for use in local congreg tions. The hope was that by 1 April 1999, ECAP

would be up and running. On 14 Apri EBSemSA appointed Mr. Paulos Nkonyane to the

position of EBSemSA Christian AI S Programme (ECAP) fieldworker on contract

which would expire on 31 December 1999. 191 And so the project was called ECAP.

3.2.5. ECAP between 2000 and 2003

After carefully designing the curricul m, ECAP started conducting seminars with pastors

and church leaders. The purpose of raining pastors by way of seminars was to equip

them with more knowledge around H V and AIDS than their church members. Also the

training of pastors was done at the 0 tset because they resisted HIV and AIDS training

because of theological issues. For ex pie, some pastors associated AIDS with sin, and

therefore AIDS was seen as a punis ent from God. After some time such barriers were

removed because pastors were buryi g dead church members and this reality brought

them face-to-face with the reality oft impact of AIDS on their communities.

During the seminars pastors were gi en the opportunity to interact with each other and

discuss current challenges in HIV an AIDS that they were facing in their communities.

When it was convenient for pastors i their congregations during the course of the year,

ECAP would be invited to go and f: cilitate training in the church. In this phase of its

development ECAP also encouraged he networking of those church projects with other

projects in the area that were doing th same work. Pastors' seminars were held quarterly

up until 2003 when ECAP changed the strategy of training pastors apart from their

189 Minutes of All Staff Meeting held on 12 arch 1999 at 11.35 am in the Tearoom located at ECAP.
190 Okyere-Manu, interview by Charles Man a on 20/9/06 at Project Gateway, Pietermaritzburg
191 From a copy ofa letter of appointment wri ten to Mr Paulos Nkonyane on 14 March 1999. The letter is
available at ECAP office.
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congregations. The strategy changed ecause pastors were not able to implement what

they learnt apart from their congrega .ons. Thus ECAP started training pastors together

with their congregants.

From the time ECAP was started, t e training used to take place in churches in the

community. The ECAP trainers woul visit churches and conduct all the seven stages of

training called ECAP Training 1- . This covered everything from awareness to

introduction to home-based and orpha care. After these stages, the churches were asked

to select volunteers and send them to ommunity Care Project, at the Bethany House l92

where they would undergo a five-day training in the theory and practice of home-based

and orphan care. Upon finishing this phase of training the expectation was that these

volunteers would go back to their co munities and start home-based care projects where

they would visit the sick people. The were also expected to engage members of their

congregation in the awareness campai n and in home visits for people living with AIDS.

This went on from 2000 to 2003.

During this period ECAP's presence was felt beyond the South African borders. For

example, in 2002, Okyere-Manu, we t to present what ECAP was doing at the Micah

Conference that was held in Thailand.

They wanted us to present what we w re doing in ECAP because they saw it as the best practice, so

thus how I had to go to Thailand in 20 2 to present what theological institutions would be able to do

in terms of HIV and AIDS. And tha was quite successful, out of that a number of theological

institutions began looking at the whole issue ofHIV and AIDS. 193

ESSA was the first evangelical institu ion in Africa to set up an FBO that was engaged in

HIV and AIDS work. 194

3.2.6. ECAP between 2004 and 200

In 2004 ECAP stopped training peopl in their local churches. Instead those people who

were recruited for training were requ red to attend the training at ECAP's office. This

192 Bethany House is where Community Care roject has its offices. It is near the Old Pietermaritaburg
Prison which is being used by Project Gatew
193 Okyere-Manu, interview by Charles Mand on 20/9/06 at Project Gateway, Pietermaritzburg
194 Ibid
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change came about for two main re sons. First, it was difficult for the ECAP staff to

finish training in each congregation ecause of the postponements of sessions. From

2000 to 2003, training used to take p ace on Sundays. Sometimes when an appointment

was made with a congregation, it w uld be cancelled because the congregation had a

funeral or some other programme to a end to.

So you could start Training 1 then st p and time lapsed. When you come back for Training 2 you

find new members who were asking q estions which were covered in the past seminar. 195

Second, some of the people who ttended the training were not members of that

particular congregation and problems would arise when it came to recruiting volunteers

for further training in home-based an orphan care. It could happen that may be only two

people were available in this particul r congregation who attended the training; the rest

went back to their churches or else ere. So there was no way to get the number of

volunteers they needed for further tr ining. As a result, ECAP changed its strategy in

2004 from training the whole congreg tion to training only eight members of a particular

congregation at the ECAP's office. T recruit these eight members, a congregation that

has shown interest in having caregive s, selects eight members and sends them to ECAP

for training. One of the requirements or a caregiver is that she or he is not employed so

that she or he would remain in the ch rch and community to implement the home-based

and orphan care projects. This strate y is more effective for ECAP to meet its target of

churches to be trained per given perio since the training only lasts three days. However,

the level of awareness that the con regation used to receive is now limited to eight

persons. Thes eight may not even be ble to teach their own churches all that the ECAP

experts taught them in three days iven the fact that churches in Pietermaritzburg

generally still remain patriarchal as e idenced from the list of churches that ECAP has

trained since 1999 to 2005 (of the se enty-eight churches ECAP trained, only two were

led by women ministers). This means that women do not have much voice in the church

despite the majority of members bei g women. In a group of eight caregivers women

tend also to outnumber men. Also sin e volunteers are not employed, the church may not

be able to implement or initiate ho e based care projects should the volunteers find

195 Sibongile Goba, interview by Charles Man a on 29/03/06, at ECAP's office.
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employment or decide to go and look for work elsewhere. This may dash the hopes of

establishing projects. For example, du ing my interview, Ndabal96 expressed his longing

for ECAP to go back to his congregati n and train some more caregivers since those who

received training in 2003 left the chur h. When I asked him if they are doing any AIDS

related projects, he said,

.... .there is nothing. After training in 2 03 some of the people who were with us are not there today

and we have new members. 197

Another change in ECAP's training p ogramme concerns the partnership. From 2000 to

2003 ECAP used to send its voluntee to Community Care Project for home-based care

training but this partnership stopped n 2004. So ECAP has forged another partnership

with the South African Health Car Organization (SAHECO) which trains ECAP's

volunteers for five days also in home- ased and orphan care.

The distribution of food parcels is ye another change that has come about as a result of

severing relationship with Communi Care Project. At first volunteers, upon finishing

their home-based care training, were g'ven food parcels to distribute to people living with

AIDS in their communities together ith a kit for bathing and dressing the patients. But

this was terminated when the partne ship ended. During an interview with the current

manager of Community Care Project, I gathered that by 2004 this organization had also

changed its strategy of training care ivers from running training sessions at Bethany

House to running the sessions in fam lies which have members living with AIDS. And

also funding has dwindled as com~ red to the early days when more people were

contributing food, finances and othe items to Bethany House which then would be

distributed to people with AIDS in for of food parcels and kits. 198

By 2005, ECAP had progressed a lot i terms of its structure. It started as the Church and

AIDS course at ESSA but over a peri d of nine years also it has evolved tremendously.

196 Ndaba, interview by Charles Manda on 18 10/06 at Imbali 18 Pietermaritzburg..Mr. Ndaba is a church
leader in the Assemblies of God in Willowfon ein.
197 Ibid.
198 Okyere-Manu, interview by Charles Mand on 20/09/06 at Project Gateway.
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During my interview with Rev. AI ert Chetty l99, I gathered that ECAP IS gammg

autonomy slowly.

I was challenged to make ECAP be ome an autonomous project from ESSA as everything was

under the control of ESSA though it h d NGO status and no public accountability.2°o Lots of donors

were distancing themselves because E AP seemed like it was sustaining ESSA. 201

Since March 2005 there have been m re changes in ECAP. For example, ECAP has its

own constitution drafted, accepted an signed by all role players. On 14 September 2006,

ECAP opened its own bank account.

Yesterday I opened the bank account or ECAP and we are now in the process of registering ECAP

as an NGO with government.202

However, ECAP will still remain ESS 's project, but it is now autonomous. Future plans

are that ECAP will have its own web ite, board, and registering NGO status. ECAP will

have its own fundraising number. It is currently in the process of embarking on self

sustaining programmes because donor are tightening Up.203

3.3. How ECAP recruits churches f, r training

One of the objectives in this study w to find out the criteria that ECAP uses to recruit

churches for training. I wanted to kno these criteria because there are many churches in

the Pietermaritzburg area which have not received training from ECAP yet. To answer

this question, I had an interview with srael Ndlovu204 who told me that ECAP only trains

churches which approach it and ask t be trained?05 ECAP advertises itself in different

ways. First, ECAP staff attend minis ers' fraternals in Pietermaritzburg and share with

ministers what ECAP does on a one 0 one basis. If the minister is interested, he or she

invites ECAP to come and do a prese ation in his or her church.

Once agreed we ask the minister to i entify eight volunteers in the church who will be committed,

who can go for training.206

199 Rev Albert Chetty, interview byu Charles anda on 15/09/06 at ECAP office. He is the current manager
of ECAP.
200 Ibid
201 Ibid.
202 Ibid
203 Rev Albert Chetty, interview byu Charles anda on 15/09/06 at ECAP office.
204 Israel Ndlovu, interview by Charles Mand on 01/06/06 at ECAP. He is the current training coordinator
for ECAP.
205 Ibid
206 Ibid
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Second, ECAP used to advertise its ervices through the radio when there was a radio

station in Pietermaritzburg. Its servi es could also be made known through word of

mouth.

Trained people in the communities reD r people to us who want training.20
?

Third, ECAP utilizes the network it as with other organizations. For example, its staff

attend government programmes whi h are similar to what ECAP is doing. Thus, the

office of the premier invited ECAP a d HIV and AIDS organizations in the province to

consult with stakeholders and sec tarial representatives from the district in the

development of a comprehensive, inte rated HIV and AIDS strategy for KwaZulu-Natal.

ECAP staff seize this opportunity to t lk to other people about what ECAP is doing, after

which interested people will contact E AP.

May be somebody heard about our tr ining and comes to ask for training. We tell him or her to

consult his or her church minister, the the minister contacts us or we contact him or her when we

access his or her telephone number?08

My next question was: Do you have ny preference of churches you recruit for training?

Ndlovu's answer was that they train a y church that approaches them.

We use government funding to train p ople and the government does not set boundaries as to which

church we must train. We train any ch rch that needs training regardless of their theo[ogy.209

However, ECAP has not yet trained a y Shembe church and Zionist church because they

have never approached ECAP for trai ing.

3.4. Description of ECAP's training rogrammes

ECAP runs several workshops or pro rammes, which include: training, church initiated

community projects; facilitating th Church and AIDS course at ESSA; and the

pastors/leaders seminar. The worksho is run for three days and comprises seven sessions

called ECAP Training 1-7.

3.4.1. ECAP Training I: Interactive dr ma210

20? Ibid
208 Israel Ndlovu, interview by Charles Mand on 01/06/06 at ECAP.
209 Ibid
210 ESSA Christian AIDS Programme (ECAP . (n.d.) Three Day HIV/AIDS Training Manual.
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HIV and AIDS awareness training is done in form of the interactive drama where an

ECAP member and one trained volu teer perform. Either the ECAP staff or volunteer

will play the role of Mr. AIDS and th other Mrs. AIDS. It is a question and answer type

of drama, which is based on HIV a d AIDS transmission, gender and the role of the

church in this AIDS pandemic. This rama dispels a lot of myths surrounding HIV and

AIDS. This drama gives the participa ts knowledge of the origins of HIV and AIDS, the

difference between HIV and AIDS, t e content or overview of ECAP's training, and an

understanding of how HIV and AIDS s transmitted and what one can do to prevent being

infected.

3.4.2. ECAP Training 2: Testimony b a Person living With HIV and AIDS (PWA)211

Here the PWA gives his or her story 0 how she or he contracted HIV and AIDS to create

awareness about the reality of the pa demic and also what is expected of the church in

this situation. This training aims at hel ing the course participants to understand that HIV

and AIDS is real, through interacti n with a person living with the disease. The

testimony, which is given by either a an or woman living with HIV, demonstrates to the

group that HIV and AIDS affects b th male and female, and that Christians are also

infected by HIV and AIDS just like a body else.

3.4.3. ECAP Training 3: Theological! r Biblical Reflection on HIV and AIDS212

This training session engages the pa icipants in a theological debate about HIV and

AIDS and challenges them to respon to the pandemic. The session examines the most

commonly asked questions around th HIV and AIDS pandemic and how God sees it.

Questions such as the following are sked: Where is God in this pandemic? Is AIDS a

curse, the punishment from God or no ? If God is all-powerful, why does He not stop the

pandemic from destroying people and causing a lot of suffering? What would Jesus do in

a situation like this one?

211 ESSA Christian AIDS Programme (ECAP . (n.d.) Three Day HIV/AIDS Training Manual. p.18
2121bid
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3.4.4. ECAP Training 4: Gender issue in relation to HIV and AIDS213

This training seeks to define gender. According to ECAP, gender " ... refers to socially

constructed differences between men and women and the unequal power relationships

that result.. ...what is acceptable be aviour to this society for men is not what is

necessarily acceptable for men in anot er society."214

The participants discuss gender issues such as sex, behaviour, care, inheritance, marriage,

parenting, gender imbalances, why women and children are more vulnerable to

HIV/AIDS infection, what the church s response should be to these issues, and what the

church should do to protect women and children. Finally they discuss the challenges

facing the church in creating healthy t milies, healthy relations between men and women;

and how to protect women against vul erability to HIV infection. This training ends with

encouraging churches to start suppo groups where women and men can dialogue and

empower each other to play their roles according to the word of GOd?15

3.4.5. ECAP Training 5: Life Skills

This mainly targets the youth who ar more vulnerable to this pandemic. The aim is to

help them with skills of communic tion. Youth find problems in making informed

decisions and how to resist peer press e. Participants discuss the definition of life skills,

different kinds of relationships; h they can communicate their feelings; and

demonstrate knowledge of dealing wi h peer pressure in this era of HIV and AIDS. They

thus discuss themes such as life skills; self esteem; relationships; expectations;

responsibilities; communicating feel in s; making choices; and peer pressure.216

3.4.6. ECAP Training 6: Pre and Post IV/AIDS Test Counselling

This training is aimed at helping t e participants to understand the importance of

obtaining informed consent for HI testing. Counselling may have components of

listening, giving feedback! reflectin. what one hears, and giving input to possible

213 Ibid
214 Ibid
215 ESSA Christian AIDS Programme. n.d. Th ee Day HIV/AIDS Training Manual.p. 22
216 Ibid p. 24-27
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solutions. It may provide input on p ysical care, nutritional support and spiritual care;

and personal experience.217 The partic pants should demonstrate an understanding of pre

test counselling; identify counseling i sues that arise in different counselling situations;

and practice pre-test counselling.218 T e participants are trained in basic counselling skills

for them to be able to help people wh decide to go for HIV test. Basic skills in post- test

counselling are also offered. Inclu ed in this session are the characteristics of a

counsellor, different kinds of tests an what pre and post counseling covers. This session

does not equip them to be counselor ; however, it gives them basic knowledge about

counselling.219

3.4.7. ECAP Training 7: Motivation fi r home based care and orphan care

The objectives of this training include: assisting participants to understand the importance

of the church caring for the sick, orph ns and widows; understand what kind of a person

a volunteer needs to be; and list adva tages and disadvantages of being a volunteer. The

churches are motivated to start their wn home-based care and opportunities are offered

to selected congregations to be tra ned in the practical care of a patient. This is

encouraged because in many countri s in Africa, medical facilities like hospitals and

clinics are not coping with the enorm us number of patients. Thus training promotes care

of the sufferers while at home.22o

3.5. The Church and AIDS course

Another main component of ECAP's ork is facilitating the Church and AIDS course at

ESSA where students from different ountries, many of them from sub-Saharan Africa,

undergo the three-year training in the logy. ECAP's goal here is to equip students with

knowledge and skills about HIV and AIDS so that they go back to their communities

equipped to impact those communi ies in the area of HIV/AIDS. Since it is an

established course at ESSA, the expec ation is that every minister who is trained at ESSA

will go back to hislher community or ountry, or mission field and utilize the knowledge

217 Ibid.p. 29
218 Ibid.p. 28
219 ESSA Christian AIDS Programme. brochu e for 2006.
220ESSA Christian AIDS Programme. n.d. Th e Day HlY/AIDS Training Manual.p.37
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and skills gained during training,221 T e chart 3.1 shows the total number of students who

attended the Church and AIDS course t ESSA from 1999 to 2005,

Chart 3.1: Number of students who ook the church and AIDS course (1999-2005)
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3.6. Current challenges facing EC

Most of these activities which ECAP uns require extensive funding, technical expertise,

medical equipment, and knowledge. 11 these areas represent opportunities for ECAP,

but, its limitations of resources and c pacity pose a big challenge. ECAP is a non-profit

making organization and as such, it does not generate its own income to sustain its

services. All the training ECAP runs 'n churches is done at its cost own and no church

pays for the training. Th first major hallenge is that in the early days, around 2000 to

2003, ECAP, after training congregati ns would recruit fifteen volunteers to go for home

based care practical training at Co munity Care Project at the Project Gateway's

Bethany house. Then the volunteers ere receiving infection control kits which included

disinfectants, gloves, soap for use in athing and cleaning the patients. They were also

given food parcels to give to people t ey visited during their home-based care. All these

items came from Community Care Project. Thus ECAP's ultimate goal of seeing

221 Ibid
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churches initiate AIDS related project was being accomplished through this partnership

with Community Care Project which ame to an end in 2004. Liebowitz is right that in

some cases FBOs have been able to eet the challenges of funding, medical equipment,

technical expertise through collaborat on with NGOs, government, and other FBOs. For

example, FBOs in Uganda have een more successful in building collaborative

relationships with other groups to su port their activities.222 Thus true for ECAP which

collaborated with Community Care Pr ~ect (CCP). However, when the Community Care

Project stopped giving the volunte s supplies, this affected the community based

organizations (CBOs) which voluntee, s were establishing in their communities. During

my interview with Benson, the curren manager of Community Care Project, I wanted to

know why his project stopped giving s pplies to volunteers. He responded,

When we began doing the project of CP going in the communities to clean people, people were

sympathetic so they could give food a d money, so one could easily get food parcels to give to the

people in need. Now with time that ype of funding dwindled, they started going down and HIY

became more and more a professional ype of work. You can't easily get things as it used to be. At

that time I was also working more wit CCP so we felt we needed to strategize to begin to equip the

families rather than just giving food p reels all the time. So that is what brought about the stoppage,

not that it stopped completely because even up to now food parcels are still given but only given to

very needy people.m

The second challenge facing ECAP i that CCP has stopped receiving volunteers from

ECAP for home-based care training. This has happened because CCP has changed its

strategy for training volunteers.

These days CCP is not training the pe pIe as we used to do the training; so most of the training is

done in the families because we need 0 equip the family rather than us going to do it because it is

becoming a burden so there is that cha ge. So if the church is trained we need to follow people who

are infected and affected and then beg n doing our training because our training has changed. There

is training in wellness, training in A Ys to know how to give medication and take care of the

people.224

222 Liebowitz 1.2004 Faith-based organizatio sand HIV/aids in Uganda and Kwazulu-Natalfinal report.
Health Economics and HIY/AIDS Research ivision, University of KwaZulu-Natal. p.23
223 Okyere-Manu, interview by Charles Mand on 20/09/06 at Project Gateway.
224 Ibid
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The third challenge is that ECAP, a er CCP stopped supplying volunteers with kits,

forged a relationship with the clinics hich were supplying them with the kits. However,

clinics have started training their own aregivers and as such ECAP has to supply its own

kits to its volunteers, which it does ot have. Since it has helped initiate as many as

thirty-five community projects aroun Pietermaritzburg, it can not meet the demand.

However, it gets some assistance wit regard to the kits from the Department of Health

and CINDI, though not enough to mee the demand.

The fourth challenge is the shortage 0 staff. There are only three staff now at ECAP, the

manager, training coordinator, and ad inistrator. They used to be five workers but two

found employment elsewhere so the left ECAP. Durning our interview the training

coordinator said that he is doing the ork of three people. All these challenges impact

greatly on the output ofECAP among ts beneficiaries.

3.7. Summary of the chapter

This chapter has looked, rather brie y, at the history of ECAP. It has attempted to

explore the origins of ECAP which ,oes as far back as 1997. ECAP has gone through

many changes and at no time has it een able to accomplish what it has desired fully

mainly because, as a non-profit organ'zation, it has to rely on funding from donors. Now

the donor community is becoming 0 erwhe1med as well with the increased burden of

HIV and AIDS globally. This has hus affected ECAP's output and staff capacity.

However, ECAP has not given up b t continues to provide services that are within its

reach.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND AN LYSIS OF THE STUDY

4.1. Introduction

Chapter four presents the results of t e study. The study set out to investigate whether

Christian faith-based organizations ere making any contribution in HIV and AIDS

intervention by assessing the work of the ESSA Christian AIDS Programme (ECAP) in

Pietermaritzburg, between the period 999 to 2005. Of the twenty questionnaires sent to

former graduates of ESSA, fourteen q estionnaires were completed and returned, giving

a response rate of 70%. Babbie and outon state that a response rate of 50% is fairly

good, while those of 60% and 70% ar good and very good, respectively.225 They stress,

however, that these arguments have no statistical basis and are hence used as rough

guides for researchers?26 Ten church inisters were sampled for face-to-face interviews

and all of them were interviewed. R suits for the questionnaire and interview schedule

are presented. Themes emerged from hese data using content analysis and each theme is

discussed in this chapter. It should e noted here that ESSA used to have graduation

ceremonies in November every year om 2000 to 2004 but in 2005 ESSA management

decided to put graduation ceremony fI rward in April 2006. Therefore, since the study is

concerned with the graduates who fi ished the course at ESSA up to December 2005,

those who graduated in April 2006 we e categorized as graduates from 2005 in this study.

4.2. Description of the respondents

4.2.1. Gender of the respondents

It is now widely acknowledged that the gender dimension of the AIDS pandemic is

critical both for the understanding of its impact and for the successful implementation of

prevention and amelioration campaig s. Gender inequalities clearly fuel the pandemic,

leaving young women particularly vul erable to infection?27

225 Babbie and Mouton 2001 p. 261
226 Ibid p. 261

227 Epstein, D., Morrell, R., Moletsane, R., an Unterhalter, E. Gender and HIV/AIDS in Africa south of
the Sahara: interventions, activism, identities. ransformation 54 (2004) Isss 0258-7696 p.1
Available online

http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/transformation a cessed 16 November 2006
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Marilyn Linton suggests that gender inequality and the low status of women are the

principal drivers ofHIV.228 She adds,

Two-thirds of young women in sub-Sa aran Africa, where HIV has skyrocketed, do not know how

HIV is transmitted. In many of these co ntries, women remain unequal partners in their marriages or

sexual relationships (extramarital sex i ignored; women dare not insist their partners use condoms).

Often they are married off as young vi gins to older men who have sexual experience and who are

infected with the virus.229

Makahye sees gender as a socie al construct that encompasses widely shared

expectations, norms, customs, beliefs nd practices within a particular society. It is about

roles and responsibilities as determi ed by different societies. Society puts different

expectations on men and women to lfill based on the prevalent beliefs, practices and

norms of that society. These expectat ons are learnt in families, schools, the workplace

and other institutions,z3o There were wo categories of respondents in this study: those

who completed a questionnaire and t ose who were interviewed. Of the fourteen ESSA

graduates who returned the questionn ire, seven (50%) respondents were male, while the

other seven (50%) were female. Oft e ten ministers who were interviewed, eight (80%)

were male while two (20%) were fern le ministers. The respondents to the questionnaire

represent gender equality where we h ve equal numbers of respondents from both male

and female. This is partly because oft e skill of the researcher in selecting his sample but

also because ESSA is a theological i stitution influenced by the School of Religion and

Theology of the University of KwaZ lu-Natal whose value is gender equality in school

and workplace and which is currently dvocating equality of ordination of both male and

female ministers. On the other hand, t e interviews represent a different paradigm. These

interviews were conducted in an area nd time when patriarchy remains very strong in the

churches where ECAP conducted its t aining. For example, of the seventy-eight ministers

that ECAP has trained from 1999 to 2 05 only two were women ministers.231 During my

228 Marilyn Linton. 2006. ABC ofAIDs
htt ://chealth.canoe.calcolumns.as ?columnis id=7&articleid= 18280&relation id=3224 accessed 19/1 0/06.
229 1bid

230 Makahye 2005. In eds. Karim A. and Ka im Q.A. HIVIAIDS in South Africa. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. P. 313
231 Data retrieved from an ECAP's list of chur hes that were trained in HIV and AIDS from 1999 to 2005.
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interview with one of the church mi .sters, I gathered that patriarchy still reigns in the

church.

Gender issues were difficult to change because it's a patriarchal society. They still believe men are

superior to women... Some thought EC P was taking advantage of them as men.m

This concurs with Haddad who says,

As a South African society we are fac d with an enormous crisis regarding the prevalence of sexual

violence. Each crisis relates to huma sexuality and to unequal power relations between men and

women?33

Perhaps ECAP needs to revise its strat gy of recruiting churches for training so that it can

accommodate more women ministers. he current strategy is to train those who approach

ECAP, but this seems not to be the be t practice for gender equality. The current statistics

do not indicate that no women minist rs are experiencing the ills of the AIDS pandemic,

neither does it mean that there have been only two women ministers in the whole of

Pietermaritzburg area for the past seve years.

4.2.2. Race category of the responde ts

Question three was intended to esta lish which race category ECAP has impacted In

large numbers with its facilitation of the Church and AIDS course at ESSA. Table 4.1

shows the frequency distribution ofth respondents to this question.

Table 4.1: Race of respondents

Race category

African

White

Indian

Coloured

Other

Total

Frequen y (N= 14)

10

3

14

Percentage (%)

71.4

21.4

7.1

100

232 Rev Sibusiso Dladla, interview conducted y Charles Manda on 23 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
233 Haddad B. 2002. Gender violence and HIV AIDS: A deadly silence in the Church. Journal ofTheology
for Southern Africa 114 (November 2002) p. 6
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Race of ministers interviewed

Of the ten church ministers I intervie ed eight were black South Africans, one was an

Indian South African, and one was Co golese. Although the sample is not representative

of the whole population of ministers who received training, this shows that ECAP has

done most of its work among blac churches in Pietermaritzburg area. Thus of the

seventy pastors that ECAP trained onl six are Indian pastors the rest are black ministers.

Although there are many churches in ietermaritzburg which are led by White ministers,

none of them has received training rom ECAP since 1999 up to 2005. This sets a

limitation on ECAP's work as HI and AIDS is a problem in every church in

Pietermaritzburg across the colour di ides. The myth that "AIDS is a disease of black

people in South Africa,,234 is not true The reality is that AIDS is spreading through all

groups in South Africa and is breachin class barriers.235

4.2.3. Nationality

Two samples were selected for the p rpose of this study. The first sample comprised of

ESSA graduates and the second one comprised of church ministers. ESSA graduates

represented eight different countries. Seven (87.5%) represented African countries and

one (12.5%) European countries. Res ondents from different countries were included in

this study because the study soug to assess ECAP's work of which one of its

programmes is training ESSA stude ts whose population includes foreign students as

well. Table 4.2 shows the countries were the respondents came from.

234 Whiteside A. and Sunter C. 2000. AIDS th challenge for South Africa. p. 48.
235 Ibid p. 48.
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Table 4. 2: Nationality of responden s who completed questionnaire

Country

South Africa

Rwanda

Zimbabwe

Mozambique

Malawi

Switzerland

Zambia

Ghana

Total

Frequency (N=14)

5

3

14

Nationality of ministers who were i terviewed

Of the ten church ministers who recei ed training, nine (90%) were South Africans (eight

blacks and one Indian) while one (lOo) was a Congolese from the Democratic Republic

of Congo (ORC).

4.2.4. When training took place

ECAP conducted training in HIV an AIDS at the Evangelical Seminary of Southern

Africa as well as in the churches at ifferent times in different years. Question 4 asked

both respondents to the questionna re and interviews when they attended ECAP's

training. Different years were given b t all fell within the period 1999-2005.
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4.2.4.1. Training of ministers

Table 4.3 shows the year when each c ngregation received training.

Serial Name of Congregatio Community Year

Number trained

St Marks Anglican Ch rch Imbali B 2002

2 Maranatha Christian F 1I0wship Pietermaritzburg 2003

3 Assemblies of God Willowfontein 2001-2002

4 Full Gospel Church of God Imbali 2000

5 Apostolic Faith Missi Sweetwaters 1999

6 Apostolic Faith Missi Snathing 2003

7 Seventh Day Adventis of Jerusalem France 2004

8 Independent Method st Church of Imbali 2003

Southern Africa

9 Apostolic Faith Missi n Sobantu 1999-2000

10 Entabeni Community hurch Northdale 2002

Between 1999 and 2003 ECAP's train ng was done in churches where ECAP training 1-7

was conducted at different times. So etimes training could start in one year and only

finish in the following year. When I a ked one ECAP staff member why it took ECAP so

long to finish training, I gathered th training could begin but when trainers made an

appointment to do further training, th churches would be busy with other engagements

like funerals, meetings, and other un reseen circumstances. So ECAP had to postpone

the training sessions until an opportu e time. Also ECAP used to conduct its training on

Sundays and since funerals are condu ted on these days, it was difficult to get members

in for training. This accounted for he change of training strategy from training on

Sundays to a three-day intensive trai ing course for volunteers only at ECAP's office.

This change has helped ECAP to co plete all the seven training sessions in three days,

which is normally done during the we k days.
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4.1.4.2. Training of ESSA graduates

Table 4.4 shows the frequencies and ercentages of the years that respondents graduated

from ESSA.

Table 4: Year respondents graduate from ESSA

Year of graduation

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004 4

2005 7

Total 14

Percentage (%)

7.1

7.1

7.1

28.6

50.0

100

Different numbers of respondents are hown in this table. Equal numbers of respondents

(1) indicated that they graduated in 2 01, 2002, and 2003, indicating a response rate of

7.1 % for each year. Four responde ts (28.6 %) graduated in 2004 while the highest

number of respondents, seven, graduat d in 2005, representing a response rate of 50 %. It

should, however, be noted here that t e sample included respondents who graduated in

1999 and 2000 but there was no respo se from them. Equally graduates from 2001, 2002,

and 2003 were included in the sample but only one respondent returned the questionnaire

from each year. The year 2005 scored he highest response rate.

4.2.5. Respondents' perceptions of t e importance of the course

Question nine sought to establish wh ther graduates were using the training they got in

the Church and AIDS course in their church! community or in whatever ministry they

were involved in. This question was a ked only to those respondents who completed the

questionnaire. The respondents indic ted their answer by ticking either 'yes' or 'no'
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where 'yes' meant they were doing something about it and 'no' meant nothing was

happening. Table 4.5 shows the answ rs to this question.

Table 4.5: Showing whether gradua es were using their training or not

Response

Yes

No

Total

Frequen y (N=14)

9

5

14

Percentage %

64.3

35.7

100

Of the fourteen respondents five ans ered 'no' representing 35.7% while nine answered

'yes', representing 64.3%. Thus 64. % were using ECAP's training in one way or

another while 35.7% were not.

4.3. Results and analysis of the rese rch

This section presents the results and t e analysis of the study. It combines both the results

from the questionnaire that was sent 0 ESSA graduates and the face-to-face interviews

with ministers of the churches in Piete aritzburg area.

4.3.1. Knowledge and skills obtaine

Both the respondents to the questionnaire and those involved in the face-to-face

interviews were asked whether they a quired any knowledge and skills from the training

that was facilitated by ECAP at E SA and in the churches. The respondents who

completed the questionnaire were ask d to indicate their response by either 'yes' or 'no'.

Of the fourteen respondents thirteen 92.9%) answered 'yes' indicating that the course

was helpful to them while one (7.1 % respondent answered 'no' .. Of the ten ministers I

interviewed, nine (90%) showed that they benefited from the training, while one (10%)

minister said that it benefited the gro p of volunteers who were selected from his church

to be trained by ECAP, but not him pe sonally.

The next question was aimed at esta lishing what knowledge and skills they obtained

from the training. There were varyin answers as to the particular knowledge and skills
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they obtained, but almost all of them indicated that they were made more aware about

HIV and AIDS and its impact. Variou answers were given but most of them showed that

the course helped them in one way or nother. For example, one respondent said,

Prior to the course, I did not have mu h knowledge about the disease and the course really helped

me to understand and I also saw the ne d for my involvement.236

Another respondent added,

The Church and AIDS course at ES A has exposed me to various levels of society and how

HIV/AIDS has affected them. The prob em is complex and there can be no simplistic solutions.m

And yet another said,

It was a practical course in that we had ncounters with HIV/AIDS in terms of visits by people living

with HIV/AIDS, hearing their testimon es and learning from them without judging them.m

ECAP uses two other tools besides te· ching in its awareness campaign. These are video

showing and testimony from an HIV positive person. The video is titled "Doctors for

Life" and was compiled by doctors w rking with AIDS patients. This video was shown

both in class to ESSA graduates in churches to members of congregations. One

respondent commented,

After watching the video of "Doctors or Life" I believed that AIDS is real not just a story. I was

able to see that people suffer a lot right way from their private parts which is so sad.2J9

Another respondent found the testimo y from an HIV positive person very educative.

Coming from a white middle class ba kground where I was privileged to receive a good education

my 'knowledge' of H1V/AIDS was go d, but one thing I had never had the opportunity to do was to

talk with someone who was HIV posi ive; this was something we had to do as part of the course

requirement, find out how HIV had affi cted their lives. It was an eye opening experience.24o

Like many students find some course dull, one respondent found the Church and AIDS

training dull at the time it was being acilitated in class by ECAP because he felt that it

was not presented very well. Howev ,he acknowledged that the course helped him in

some way.

236 Respondent to questionnaire
237 Ibid
238 Ibid
239 Respondent to questionnaire
240 Ibid
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Now that I look back, I actually did enj y it and it has proved to be a rather fruitful course for me.

I am teaching high school kids the sub ect of Life Orientation and a part of the syllabus is HIV and

AIDS so the course is really coming in handy right now.24J

In terms of skills obtained from the tra ning, one respondent commented,

We learnt counselling, life skills, gend r and AIDS, and what the Bible says about AIDS. Then we

proceeded to Bethany House for home based care. They trained us to open a project and taught us

the proper language to use when corn unicating with people about our project. ..we were taught to

write down when we go to visit a perso living with AIDS what we saw and did, the condition of the

client. So every visit had to be recorded in the book.242

This shows that people did not only I am theoretical issues concerning HIV and AIDS

but also skills and these skills did not only deal with how to care for person living with

AIDS but included how to communic te effectively as project owners and how to keep

records.

4.3.2. Attitude, thinking and behavi ur of respondents after training

Webb argues that,

Community responses to AIDS can b investigated by examining attitudes towards people with

AIDS. Underlying trends of stigma, fe ,ignorance and compassion can be highlighted, and sections

of the community with similar percepti ns may be seen to form distinct groupS.243

Stigma has been the main obstacle to ealing effectively with the issue of HIV and AIDS

because of its association with myths nd sin. Nicolson says,

Many people endure pain, or die while they are still young, from illness, accident or human crimes.

Normally our theology takes that in its stride, especially when we are not personally involved. We

are able to justify our continuing be ief in God by saying that God's purposes are often too

mysterious to understand, or by faith th t in the end it will all work out for the best, or by suggesting

that people's sufferings are caused b their own fault or, if not their fault directly, then by the

consequence of some other human b ings who, exercising free will against God's will, involve

others in the consequences of their acti

While these other forms of pain an suffering may be accepted as God's will, it is

difficult for people to accept AIDS as normal disease not because of its incurability but

241 Ibid
242 Rev D. Msomi, interview conducted by Ch rles Manda on 19/1 0/06 in Pietermaritzburg.
243 Webb Douglas 1997. HIV and AIDS in Afr ca. Pietermaritzburg: University ofNatal Press. P.165
244 Nicolson R. 1996. God in AIDS? A theolo ical Enquiry. London. SCM Press Limited.p.24
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because AIDS is associated with b liefs and myths which reinforce discrimination.

During my interviews with church mi isters, one minister said,

I asked the church members what they can do with a pastor who is HIV positive- They said we can

chase him; God can't allow his servant, pastor to have such an embarrassing sickness.245

According to them the sickness was mbarrassing because it is associated with sexual

Sill.

To investigate my respondents' perc ption of people living with AIDS, the following

question was asked to both ESSA gra uates and church ministers: How has the ECAP's

training affected your thinking, attitu e, and behaviour towards people living with HIV

and AIDS? The respondents answer d this question with various answers. Almost all

respondents reported that the course c nscientized them in one way or another.

In terms of thinking and attitude, three said:

It helped me to get rid of the stigma I h d around people living with HIV and AIDS.246

It has reduced my fear, stigma, judgme t toward people living with HIV and AIDS.247

I now have a positive attitude free from stigmatization because the course has enlightened me.
248

Another respondent said,

My mind is completely changed. Inst ad of being judgmental I am looking at AIDS as one of the

other diseases that we have in the soci ty. People with AIDS need the same treatment and attention

like others who are lying at home and i hospitals.249

One respondent expressed how his 'udgmental attitude towards people affected and

infected with AIDS was impacted:

I used to think that HIV and AIDS is a emote disease that is out there, which only affects and infect

the immoral people only, but now I ha e a different perspective which accommodates those that are

both affected and infected.250

People come on the course with diffev nt perceptions about AIDS.

245 Rev S.Dladla, interview conducted by Cha les Manda on 23 October 2006 in Pieterrnaritzburg.
246 Respondent to questionnaire
247 Ibid
248 Ibid
249 Ibid
250 Ibid
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I used not only to judge people havin the AIDS, but seeing them as unclean. , In addition I could

not believe that someone can live wi h it for long time no matter what medicine the person is

getting,z51

However, after attending this course, ne respondent commented,

What changed my attitude is the convi tion from the course itself and different people who came to

expose their status. This made me thin about people who are sick and therefore by witnessing that

these people are normal as other hu an beings, they have the right to study, to work. I get to

understand that the disease itself is no a big problem but the loneliness, poverty, rejection are the

strong virus of AIDS and we need to gi e more love than bread and ...252

In terms of behaviour, all responden s expressed a change in their behaviour towards

people living with HIV and AIDS. Va ious comments were made, for example,

The course has made me to be friend ier and open to PWAs [people living with AIDS]. It helped

me to have compassion toward people affected and infected with HIV and AIDS.m

Some church members are even invol ed in praying for people living with AIDS which

during the early 1990s was taboo to th m because AIDS sufferers were seen as deserving

of suffering because of their pro iscuous behaviour. The training showed some

graduates how to behave or relate wit people living with the HIV.

Shaping a theology that is free of sti ma against people living with HIV and AIDS and free

of prejudice has certainly influenced me positively, but what I believe has really made me

sensitive, understanding and empa etic to people living with HIV was my personal

contact, in fact, close friendship with some persons who are HIV positive.254

Stigma in the church has been perpe ated by the doctrine that AIDS is a punishment

from God for the homosexuals or the exually immoral people. One minister said,

Many people living with AIDS were eparated from other people; many were feeling ashamed of

themselves because AIDS was associat d with sin.2SS

251 Ibid
252 Ibid
253 Ibid
254 Respondent to questionnaire.
2SS Pastor Hadebe, interview conducted by Ch rles Manda on 21 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
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However, this kind of thinking has be n challenged by ECAP during the training when it

engaged its clients in a theological de ate on HIV and AIDS. Almost 99 % respondents

indicated a change of thinking.

My thinking and attitude was changed in a way that I knew people are not infected with my and

AIDS because they are sinners or curse by God. my and AIDS is a moral and gender issue.256

Other students felt confident to accom any and minister to people living with AIDS after

the course.

I do have a heart to help them if they n ed help like counselling and not all of them are sick through

sexual intercourse.257

One minister I interviewed indicated t at the awareness that ECAP brought has brought

change in his community.

There is a very big change because no people understand that if you sit, eat, and drink with people

living with AIDS you are not going to et AIDS. Some people help people living with AIDS in their

homes. In those days even if somebod is talking, you find that he is fighting somebody with the

disease but now they have changed bec use they know this is a disease which can affect anyone.258

This is a major shift in the hearts of any people especially those who used to believe

that AIDS is only transmitted throu h sex and therefore whoever is HIV positive is

sinful.

The effectiveness of the training was Iso observed in the churches in that some people

living with AIDS started to disclose t eir status, something they could not do at first for

fear of discrimination. Balcomb sugge ts that

Denial happens at all levels of the hist ry of the disease from denying that the virus is the cause of

the disease in the first instance, to the enial that it was the cause of death in the final instance, with

all the stages of denial in between. 259

Frequently, what makes people hide t eir status is the fear of a negative response from

the community. For example, Webb ays, "the desire to see a PWA killed is perhaps

extreme but has been a universal resp nse to the epidemic.,,260 He gives the example of

Britain in the mid 1980s, when overt homophobia often culminated in hysterical press

256 Respondent to questionnaire
257 Ibid
258 Pastor Hadebe, interview conducted by Ch rles Manda on 21 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
259 Balcomb T. "Sex, sorcery, and stigma- Pr bing some no-go areas of the denial syndrome in the AIDS
debate." In. Journal of Theology for Southern Ijrica 125 July 2006 p.l 04
260 Webb Douglas 1997. HIV and AIDS in Afr ca. Pietermaritzburg: University ofNatal Press. P.167
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reports advocating the killing of WAs and the isolation of homosexuals.261 In

Zimbabwe, in 1994, a member of Pa iament proclaimed that, 'If a pregnant woman is

found to have AIDS she should be ki led so that AIDS ends with her'. Otherwise, 'the

woman would still continue to spread IDS'. A similar example is given in Ghana where

some of the respondents in a Knowled e, Attitudes, Beliefs and Practices (KAPB) survey

advocated 'injectables to kill' for a P A. In a sample of high school students in Gauteng

32 % felt that AIDS was a "punishme t for the guilty.,,262 Perhaps the most talked about

incident that might have pushed many people living AIDS into hiding was the stoning of

Gugu Dlamini.

In her village in KwaZulu-Natal, the South African province hardest hit by the Aids epidemic,

Gugu Dlamini died because of the dis ase. But it wasn't the virus per se that killed her. She was

accused by fellow-villagers of having rought shame on the community by talking publicly about

being HIV-positive. When she was be ten by a neighbour who advised her to keep quiet, she went

to the police but they did nothing to pr tect her. The next night, villagers attacked her house before

stoning her and beating her to death.263

When these perceptions abide, peopl are afraid of disclosing their status and remain

silent. However, the interviews reveled that change has taken place among ministers

who years ago were part of the compa y that ostracized people living with AIDS because

of their theological stand. Two of th ten ministers acknowledged that some of their

members disclosed their status openly n the church.

People have come to understand that t ey don't have to be scared of PWA. Some PWA have come

out openly that they are living with the disease. One day, in a church of 200-300 members, one lady

came after preaching that she is HIV+ d was well received.264

Another minister said,

First people hid their status and said that someone has poisoned me, but we encourage them to

disclose their status because AIDS is ju t like any other disease,z65

In terms of behaviour towards PWA, 0 e minister said,

261 Ibid p.167
262 Ibid p.167
263 Jean Dussault, member of the Canadian HI IAids Legal Network, The stigma ofAIDS.
htt :llwww.unesco.or courier/1999 10/ukld sier/txt35.htm accessed 16 November 2006.
264 Pastor C. Thenjwayo, interview conducted y Charles Manda on 23 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.

2651bid
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In the church when we see a person I ving with AIDS everybody wants to assist that one because

they learnt more. Now our minds are open while before the training you couldn't touch clothes,

cups of a PWA. But now we can use t same cup when drinking.266

Another minister added,

There was great change after training. ven women here now pray for people with AIDS.267

Just as Webb sees the moral obligati n for health workers to attack such a belief with

education, ECAP has over the perio of seven years vigorously attacked such beliefs

either in churches, ministers' fraternal meetings or in class at ESSA. The result is a shift

in people's attitude, thinking and beh viour towards PWA as evidenced from the survey

and interviews conducted with ESSA raduates and church ministers.

4.3.3. Involvement in HIV and AID -related activities

This section analyses the answers to t e question: What HIV and AIDS related activities

are you doing in your church or comm nity as a result of receiving training from ECAP?

A variety of answers were given depe ding on the respondent's involvement in HIV and

AIDS activities. The main themes tha were addressed in the responses were: awareness

and prevention, home-based and 0 han care, counselling, training of caregivers,

teaching, early childhood education, outh ministry, fund raising, and feeding schemes.

Some of the main ones are discussed

4.3.3.1. Awareness and prevention

One of the beacons of ECAP's tr ining is HIV awareness and prevention. ECAP

conducts several sessions in awarene s through interactive drama, showing video, life

skills training and giving of testimony by a person living with AIDS. It stresses the ABC

method of preventing HIV transmi sion where A-means Abstinence, B means Be

faithful, and C means Condomise. arrison describes abstinence as "refraining from

sexual activity for a limited period 0 time".268 Abstinence has been taken as the ideal

method of prevention for HIV and Al S. Harrison further states that there is 'secondary

abstinence' which means "a prolonge period without sexual activity among those who

266 Ibid
267 Mrs V. Dlamini, interview conducted by Caries Manda on 18 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
268 Harrison A. 2005. Young people and HIVI. IDS in South Africa. Cambridge University Press: p. 273.
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have already been sexually active.,,269 ECAP also promotes use of condoms but only to

couples if one partner or both are HIV ositive and not to young people. Nicolson asserts,

A major emphasis in most secular A DS educational programmes is that those who have sexual

relationships with a new partner or w th a variety of partners should use condoms. Condoms are

their major defence against AIDS. Wh'le most of the Church AIDS agencies, at least in Africa teach

that abstinence is the major defence. 27

Harrison argues, "The increase in con om use has been associated with changes in sexual

behaviour.,,271 However, critiques of ondom use argue that condom use is contrary to

behavioural change. This position acc rding to Philippe Denis is not only dangerous but

also unjust "because it assumes that en and women who have many sexual partners do

so by deliberate choice and thereby fa ours exclusion which contributes to conspiracy of

silence and stigmatization,,272 HIV an AIDS is a crisis and must be approached radically

and critically. A Pentecostal preach r once said, "we would better let them use the

condoms and preach to them while ali e than bury them honourably once they die,,273

The use of condoms has already born out some very encouraging results. In Uganda, for

instance, 'the use of condoms has led to a reduced spread of the epidemic' .274 However,

the provision of these condoms shoul be done in a manner that is both accessible and

inclusive. Many young people donot ave the courage or the funds to buy condoms in

public markets. These could be pro ided in the private corridors accessible to young

people without fear of stigmatization? 5

All the respondents to both questio aires and interviews were involved in HIV and

AIDS education and awareness eithe formally or informally. Other respondents were

involved in bringing HIV awarenes in schools and other places. Three respondents

expressed the value of the training t ey got from ECAP and how they were using the

knowledge and skills obtained to help eople in their communities:

269 Ibid p. 273.
270 Nicolson R. 1996. God in AIDS: Theologi I Enquiry. London: SCM Press LTD. P. 138-139
27\ Harrison A. 2005. p. 272
272 Denis P. 2003. "Sexuality and Aids in Sou h Africa," In. Journal ofTheology for Southern Africa.

no. 115: March 2003 P.73-74.
273 Barnett and Whiteside 2003 p. 67-86
274 Ibid p. 67-86
275 Ibid. p.67-86
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I am teaching now and the course has r ally given me a foundation to teach from. I refer back to my

course material when doing class lesso plans. This will continue for as long as I teach high school

life orientation. Teaching is my ministry and the education department is placing a lot of emphasis on

AIDS and HIV at school level. Besides just teaching about it ... .1 am also available to advise the kids

on various aspects of the disease whethe the person is infected or affected.276

Another respondent was bringing awa ness through discussions.

I use it [the training she got] through my discussion with people who are or are not HIV

positive. I share with them what I ot from the course about the pandemic, and how

everybody is concerned to respond to it 277

One minister was responsible for re ruiting members of other denominations to join

hands in his church's project ofbringi g awareness and care to people with AIDS.

The work is shared by all who have b en trained by ECAP. The impact of training in TEARS has

built awareness and changed attitudes nd a willingness to help those infected and affected with the

virus through counselling and care.

The care at is the level of home-based a d bereavement.278

4.3.3.2. Voluntary counselling and t sting

Samett and Whiteside assert that vol ntary counselling and testing is increasingly seen

as an important component of preven ion. The idea is to provide people with access to

rapid testing in an environment wher they will receive pre- and post-test counseling. If

they are negative, then have an ince tive to stay that way. If infected, the message is

positive living.279 However, it is wort noting that "such an intervention only works in a

supportive environment or one wher levels of stigma are not high and ideally where

people can access some form of care. ,280 ECAP is involved in training its beneficiaries

in pre-test counselling and post-test c unselling. Of the ten ministers interviewed, four

were involved in counselling of so e sort. One female minister who runs a drop-in

centre for children said,

276 Respondent to questionnaire
277 Ibid
278 Rev Albert Chetty interview conducted by harles Manda on 15 September 2006.
279 Barnett T. and Whiteside A. 2002. p.67-86.
280 Ibid p. 76-86.
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We do bereavement counselling and sk lis for the youth [in her church] and children.281

Another minister was involved in pro oting testing amongst youth; teaching about HIV

and AIDS; home-based care; counsell'ng; feeding scheme; and providing clothes to the

poor people282

Three of the fourteen graduates wer involved in voluntary counselling in their daily

ministry.

... .pre and post test counselling as well as voluntary counselling training.

...Bereavement counselling for people fected with HIY.

.. Besides just teaching about it, I am aloin a position to offer counselling.283

According to ECAP, counselling incl des listening, giving feedback! reflecting what one

hears, giving input to possible solutio s. It may provide input on physical care, nutritional

support and spiritual care from Go's word and adding personal experience to the

wisdom offered.284 ECAP has added n trition to their training.

"He [ECAP's trainer] told us about di t that it was no good treating this ifno good diet is

taken.,,285 In response to this teaching, one minister said,

We at St Marks are very fortunate bec use now we have a drop-in centre. We have donated sheets,

comforters, food, cleaning agents. Th ough his help [ECAP's trainer] we now accept people with

AIDS in the church; when they are st ong they come, we also visit them in their homes. We have

been trying to establish gardens but no yet. Counselling still takes place at the church?86

It is interesting to note that ECAP co bines voluntary counselling and provision of basic

materials needed by people living wit AIDS. This gives a new dimension to counselling

which for a long time has been een as simply giving advice. It means giving

encouragement as well, and this ca come in any form either verbally or through

provision of basics needs to people in cted or affected with AIDS.

281 Respondent to questionnaire.
282 [bid
283 Ibid
284 ESSA Christian AIDS Programme. (n.d.)
285 Mrs Y. Dlamini, interview conducted by C
286 Ibid

ree- Day HIV/AIDS Training Manual.p. 29
arles Manda on 18 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
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4.3.3.3. Home-based care and orpha care

The need for home-based and orpha care cannot be overemphasized in South Africa

given the skyrocketing prevalence 0 AIDS. The World Health Organization defines

home care "as the provision of health services by formal and informal caregivers in the

home.,,287 Rising health care use and piralling costs have everywhere led to a trend and

the necessity to treat patients in the ome. Nicolson says that the term 'orphan' means

different things in different cultures. It may mean a child who has lost both parents.

Generally, the term is better used, h wever, to mean a child who has lost his or her

effective parent. In many African st tistics, the term means a child who has lost one

parent who provides care and support. 88 The burden of AIDS is felt on two fronts. First,

the burden of caring for the people uffering from AIDS-related illnesses; second, the

burden of caring for orphans who ave been left by the deceased. The burden of

caregiving is primarily placed on wo en, who have very little access or control of the

resources needed to assume this resp nsibility. Well-managed and supported home care,

however, can improve the quality ofli e of patients of all ages and caregivers alike.289

In all countries, the family has alway been and still is the major provider of long-term

care. This is true for care of older p rsons as well as for care of patients with chronic

conditions, including HIV and AIDS TB and malaria.29o This proves Krakauer's point

that Africa's faith community, which' many countries already provides most of the care

and comfort for the sick and dying as well as the orphans and vulnerable children-has a

significant role to play in the social and cultural treatment of AIDS.291 However, the

heavy burden of care cannot be sho Idered by families alone. Due to a wide range of

social, economic, demographic and epidemiological factors(for example, migration,

changing rural and urban social en ironrnents, poverty, family members themselves

being old or impaired, etc.), family re ources are dwindling. Many people suffering from

AIDS may not be able to take care of emselves in the sense of preparing meals, bathing,

287 World Health Organization. Home-Based ong-Term Care
http://www.who.int/chronic_conditions/ltc/e accessed 5 November 2006
288 Nicolson R. 1996. God in AIDS: Theologi al Enquiry. London: SCM Press LTD. P. 11
289 World Health Organization. Home-Based ong-Term.care Accessed 5 November 2006
http://www.who.int/chronic_conditions/ltc/e accessed 5 November 2006
290 Ibid
291 Krakauer. M. 2004. p. 10
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washing and other things because of t e condition of their bodies or the lack of resources.

This is where the need for home-based care comes to bear.292 Jacobs asserts,

The one common denominator in carin; for people living with AIDS is functional dependency and

the growing need to manage every day living (bathing, eating, shaving, dressing, exercising, etc). lt

is very important for people living wi AIDS to regain their health and maintain it for long term

survival. Studies have shown that victi s ofHIY/AIDS who take care of their health stay healthy for

many years after infection by the AID virus. Nutrition is a fundamental pillar of human life, health

and development. Proper food and goo nutrition are essential for survival, health and well-being.293

In response to the burden that AI S has placed on South African population in

Pietermaritzburg area, ECAP started f: cilitating the Church and AIDS course which aims

at training home-based and orphan car volunteers. ESSA students are taught how to care

for patients at home since hospitals d not have enough space to accommodate so many

people suffering from HIV and AIDS elated sicknesses. All the fourteen graduates went

through the theory part of home-based and orphan care and not the practical part. Two of

the fourteen indicated that they were i volved in home-based care. One said:

[ go with the team in the community to visit the patients, to bathe them, to show love and support; to

give groceries; to pray with them, cou sel those who need counseling; to give clothes; and to bring

the gospel news to them.294

The second one stated,

I am working as a pastor on site with y husband at Project Gateway which has an orphanage for

HIY/AIDS infected and affected childr n.295

All the ten ministers had volunteers fi om their churches trained in practical home-based

care either at Community Care Pr 'ect or with SAHECO,z96 Of the ten ministers

interviewed, six were doing home-bas d care projects in their churches or communities.

292 World Health Organization. Home-Based ong-Term Care
http://www.who.int/chronic_conditions/ltc/e accessed 5 November 2006
293 Jacobs Sol. (n.d.). Methodist Church of So them Africa (Mission Unit). The Methodist Response to
HIVIAIDS in Southern Africa: Strategy and i lementation plan. Connexional task force on HIY/AIDS.
294 Respondent to questionnaire
295 Respondent to questionnaire
296 SAHECO is an abbreviation for the South frica Health Care Organization. lt is an organization that
trains caregivers in home-base care and orpha care in Pietermaritzburg. This is where ECAP sends its
caregivers after the basic three-day training.
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......They [the volunteers] do home-ba ed care, and sometimes get linen from Project Gateway. At

the moment we are being helped by Project Gateway. We do collection in the church to get

groceries for PWA and Benson has bee coming,z97

.....Women visiting the sick have cha ged also because at first they could do visits without kits but

now they use gloves and a kit. Now t ey don't go to preach and pray only but also to counsel the

people living with AIDS.298

While volunteers are engaged in horn -care some ministers do follow-up visits to people

with AIDS.

1 make follow up, after the women, to omes of those who are sick, pray and motivate them, show

them the love of God and spiritual men oring.299

One of the goals of ECAP is to networ with other organizations that are involved in HIV

and AIDS work. It even encourages it client churches to network with other community

based organizations for more efficienc in service delivery. One minister said,

Home-based care was done by ECAP and after there was no follow-up. Now we have a support

group. Whatever happened was initiate by ECAP. Now we partnered with another church in HlY

related work.30o

The impact of AIDS can not be born y one church or by individuals only; a network is

needed to provide concerted efforts. N colson concurs with this view by asserting,

AIDS is yet another sign that our hu an community is disintegrating, but as AIDS bites deeper,

those traditional networks begin to co lapse. People in the Third World will be forced to develop

new networks of relationship beyond mmediate kinsfolk and neighbours. The church will have a

role to play in providing basis for these new networks.30'

4.4. Church initiating projects

The ultimate goal ofECAP in training churches in HIV awareness, prevention and home

based and orphan care is that the volu teers go back to their churches and start HIV and

AIDS related projects. These proje ts range from income generating activities and

297 Pastor C. Thenjwayo, interview conducted y Charles Manda on 23 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.

298 Pastor P.S. Phoswa, interview conducted b Charles Manda on 23 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
299 Ibid

300 Pastor C. Thenjwayo, interview conducte by Charles Manda on 23 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.

301 Nicolson R. 1996. God in AIDS: Theologic I Enquiry. London: SCM Press LTD. p. 202-203.
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vegetable gardens to home-based care for people living with AIDS in their communities.

So far ECAP has helped churches i the Pietermaritzburg area to establish thirty-five

projects but not all of them are ru ing efficiently for lack of human or financial

resources. Maranatha and Sobantu FM churches, are among many churches whose

volunteers were trained in home-base care but were unable to carry out their work with

the few personal resources they ha . ECAP had promised to help with funds and

materials like toiletries for helping t e people living with AIDS but it was not able to

honour its promises.

Question ten in the questionnaire was follow-up to question 9 which asked respondents

to list the HIV and AIDS related acti ities in which they were involved after receiving

training from ECAP. Nine of the fou een respondents indicated that they were involved

in HIV and AIDS related projects

Table 4.6: Activities involving ESS graduates

Activity Frequency (N=14)

Voluntary counselling 3

Teaching and awareness 3

Youth ministry 3

Fundraising

Home-based and orphan care 2

Feeding scheme 2

The frequency does not correspond ith the total number (9) of the respondents who

indicated that they were involved in some activities because some respondents were

doing one or more activities at the sa e time.

4.4.1. Training of volunteers

One of ECAP's goals was to train vol nteers in home- based care and orphan care so that

they can in turn train their fellow m mbers in the church. The expectation is that they
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will launch projects in home-based In their communities. Two of the fourteen

graduates were involved in training ho e care volunteers and ministering to orphans.

I am involved in training of carers, i how to take good care of HIV positive people as well as

orphans.302

From the interviews conducted, vol nteers were trained in all the ten churches but

volunteers in only a few churches est blished the projects. When asked why they have

not implemented home-based care, di ferent answers were given. Some volunteers had

no funds to start the projects. Others left their churches to look for employment. Two

ministers said that ECAP had prom sed to help them with funds to establish these

projects but that this did not materializ .

ECAP promised volunteers to help wit skills training and promised some funds to help volunteers

start projects like sewing to raise funds to help in home-based care but that did not happened which

is very bad.303

Some churches get so little income rom the offerings that they are not even able to

support their ministers let alone start a AIDS- related project.

4.4.2. Early childhood education

One of the ten ministers runs a childre 's drop-in centre which was started on 19 January

2005 and carters for about forty childr n. Most of these children come from homes whose

parents or parent are suffering from IDS related illnesses. This centre also works as a

creche where children receive early c ildhood education. Bethany House gives them two

hundred food parcels per month.

Most of the children have no parents s we give them love, and education to prepare them for the

future like any other children have a pri ilege to. 304

When asked whether the children payees for their daycare she responded,

We have more than forty children, but lve of them pay so that I can get transport because going to

Grange or to town on foot is far. 305

302 Respondent to questionnaire
303 Pastor S. Yuma, interview conducted by C arles Manda on 22 October 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
304 Rev Mrs D. Msomi, Interview conducted y Charles Manda on 19/1 0/06 in Pietermaritzburg.

305 Ibid
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During my interview with her, I le rnt that she leads a group of volunteers in her

community to minister to around fI rty 'clients' (HIV positive people), and a good

fraction of the children attending the c eche belong to these clients. Other volunteers help

her with caring and teaching the childr n in the creche.

We have orphans, children affected an infected with HIV. We give them food, breakfast, lunch. If

nobody comes to fetch them they sleep here until social workers come to take them especially those

who have lost their parents. We feed t em when they are going home they go full stomach; we also

take sick children to the Grange c1inic.3
6

4.4.3. Youth ministry

ECAP puts much emphasis on empow ring young people with life skills that should help

them to make right choices for their ives and futures. As a result of its facilitating an

AIDS course, some graduates were otivated to work with young people in bringing

them awareness and life skills. Three espondents listed the activities they were involved

in: "education to young people"; "se sions of discussions open to any topic including

HIVIAIDS during youth meetings"; a d "training the young people in the whole issue of

HIV.,,307

4.4.4. Fundraising

Another objective of ECAP is to help ommunity projects that it helps to establish in the

communities, to raise their own funds to sustain themselves. As a result ECAP includes

this fundraising element in its trainin package. One respondent mentioned how he has

used his training in Church and AI S to work as a consultant in fundraising and

evaluation of projects in his country.

In 2005 I was using the training I go from ESSA in World Relief Rwanda to build capacity of

churches in Rwanda to mitigate the im act of AIDS.308

He has been "raising awareness" and 'helping associations to write up the proposals and

measure their impact".

306 Ibid
307 Respondents to questionnaire.
308 Respondent to questionnaire.
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4.4.5. Feeding scheme

Although the feeding scheme goes ha d-in hand with home based care, it also looks into

the needs of poor people in the corn unities who may be HIV positive or not. In this

study, two respondents made mention ftheir involvement in feeding scheme where food

parcels or soup are taken to the poor eople, especially those suffering from HIV related

sicknesses, since most of them cannot end for themselves because of their conditions.

Entabeni Community Church recruited ersons from other churches and formed AIDS project called

TEARS (The Entabeni AIDS Relief anctuary). They operate a weekly feeding scheme for the

community. It collects clothes and di tributes to the poor, toys for children and distributes food

parcels.309

This church also gives out its premise free for funerals and assists families in the time of

bereavement. This is a major contribu ion to the community, especially with the influx of

deaths of people due to AIDS. This aves the community some money for paying for

halls for funerals. Letting out the chu ch to the community to use for funerals is a good

gesture of a church in a community and this demonstrates the role of Africa's faith

communities in HIV and AIDS interv ntion.

4.5. Conclusion

This chapter has presented the results of the survey which was conducted among ESSA

graduates. The survey has revealed th t the Church and Aids course facilitated by ECAP

at ESSA made some impression on E SA graduates as seen from their responses and also

the activities in which they were en aged in after the completion of their training. It

should be noted here that all success annot be exclusively attributed to ECAP because

the ESSA graduates undergo three ye r training at ESSA where many different courses

are covered. The Church and AIDS curse is just one of them. The interviews with the

ministers show tremendous change, considering how churches were struggling with

myths and strange theologies a few ears ago. Today they are involved in HIV and

AIDS- related projects in their church s and communities.

309 Rev Albert Chetty, interview conducted by Charles Manda on 15 September 2006 in Pietermaritzburg.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY OF FIN INGS AND CONCLUSION

5.1. Introduction

This chapter concludes the study. The study assessed whether the ESSA Christian AIDS

Programme has made any contribut on to the fight against HIV and AIDS in the

Pietermaritzburg area through its trai ing programmes in the churches and at ESSA in

HIV awareness and prevention, home based and orphan care, and assisting the churches

to initiate AIDS-related projects ( ommunity Based Organizations).The population

comprised three different samples. T e first sample was ESSA graduates who attended

the Church and AIDS course at t e Evangelical Seminary of Southern Africa, in

Pietermaritzburg. The second sample comprised church ministers. And the third sample

comprised six stakeholders of EeAP who have been part of the founding of ECAP or

have worked as staff at one point or another. Of the seventy-eight churches that were

trained by ECAP between 1999 and 005, ten were sampled from eight communities of

Pietermaritzburg. Ten ministers repre enting each of the ten churches were sampled and

face-to-face interviews were condu ted. Of the one hundred and forty one ESSA

graduates that took the Church an AIDS course between 1999 and 2005, twenty

graduates were sampled and question aire was sent to them to complete. Fourteen out of

the twenty graduates completed the q estionnaires were and returned it to the collection

point and all of them were usable fo analysis of the study. All the ten ministers were

interviewed and had four specific uestions to answer. Both the results from the

questionnaire and the interviews we e analysed. This study tested Krakauer's above

mentioned theory that,

Africa's faith community, which in m ny countries already provides most of the care and comfort

for the sick and dying as well as the 0 hans and vulnerable children has a significant role to play in

social and cultural antecedents of AID .310

Since ECAP is a faith community in Africa engaged in empowering other faith

communities, in this case churches, 'n the fight against AIDS, it was a useful case to

study.

310 Krakauer. M. 2004 p. 10
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5.2. Summary of findings

ESSA is one of the pioneers among he evangelical institutions in Africa to engage in

HIV and AIDS- related programmes. ECAP's main goal was to bring HIV and AIDS

education and awareness to congreg ions in Pietermaritzburg and to ESSA graduates

who generally come from many dif rent countries in the world especially in Africa.

Nicolson recommends that an impo nt aspect of AIDS education is to make people

aware not only that AIDS can be cont acted through unprotected sexual activity, but also

that it cannot be contracted in any oth r way. He sees that AIDS ministry in South Africa

has been seriously hampered by the ear that people with AIDS pose a general health

hazard to the population.311 This p rception makes it difficult for any HIV positive

person to disclose his or her status fI r fear of discrimination or stigma. This rests the

responsibility on "churches, who can appropriately talk about the need for courage and

acceptance, have an important role t play in reducing popular fears and prejudices.

Church ministers can set an example in the matter.,,312 The study revealed that prior to

ECAP's training there were many yths and beliefs which hindered the churches in

Pietermaritzburg to engage themsel es in HIV and AIDS related work in their

communities. Some of the common b liefs were: the doctrine that AIDS is a punishment

from God; AIDS is sin; AIDS is for p omiscuous people. These beliefs reinforced stigma

and discrimination against people liv ng with AIDS. People living with AIDS found it

difficult to seek help as that meant disclosing their status. When ECAP started its

awareness programmes, which it pr sented in forms of interactive drama, engaging

congregations in discussion sessions, estimonies of people living with AIDS, watching

videos on HIV and AIDS, teaching ife skills among the youth, engaging trainees in

theological debate about HIV and AI S and gender issues, there was a notable change in

the attitude, thinking and behaviour f the respondents towards people with AIDS, as

presented in chapter four. The result of the study have shown that many respondents

received enlightment which impacted on their attitude, thinking and behaviour towards

people living with AIDS. Some peopl were set free from the phobias that hindered them

from interacting and sharing utensi s with a person living with AIDS. Almost all

311 Nicolson R. 1995. AIDS: A Christian resp nse. Pieterrnaritzburg: Cluster Publications.p.73
312 Ibid. n. 73
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ministers that were interviewed expr ssed a shift in their churches from a judgmental

attitude to an attitude of accompan ing, inclusivity and compassion. This shift was

manifested through their involveme t in helping people suffering from AIDS through

community support programmes lik home-based care, orphan support, schools for

children, pre-test and post-test vol ntary counselling, feeding schemes, training of

volunteers, fundraising projects like v getable gardens which generate income to use for

supporting AIDS patients, and couns lling AIDS clients. Nicolson recommends that the

church be involved in educating pop lations to dissipate the ignorance that reinforces

stigma and discrimination,313 ECAP ngaged in equipping churches through awareness,

home-based and orphan care, and a sisting them to initiate projects which can assist

people living with AIDS. The result h s been the dissipation of ignorance and embracing

people with AIDS, making the churc a healing, and supporting community. From its

trainings in the churches and at ES A, many church ministers, as deduced from the

interviews and questionnaire, have b en informed about HIV and AIDS and they are

already engaged in a variety of HI and AIDS-related activities. This is a positive

response to its trainings by ECAP's be eficiaries.

5.3. Recommendations for ECAP

UNICEF in its document What Reli ious leaders can do about HIVIAIDS: Action for

Children and Young People states,

HIV and AIDS is a crisis of enormo s spiritual, social, economic and political proportions. And,

increasingly, it is a problem of the yo ng. Overcoming HIV and AIDS and the stigma that fuels its

spread is one of the most serious ch lIenges of our time. It requires courage, commitment and

leadership at all levels especially amo g religious leaders who can use the trust and authority they

have in their communities to change th course of the pandemic.J14

Therefore, the role of faith-based org nizations in equipping members of the community

to get involved in HIV and AIDS inte ention strategies is of paramount importance.

Green, in a paper titled: "Faith-Based Organizations: Contributions to HIV Prevention",

argues that experience has shown that national leadership and open discussion about HIV

and AIDS are key factors in attainin stable or declining national HIV seroprevalence

313 Nicolson R. 1995. AIDS: A Christian resp nse. Pietermaritzburg: Cluster Publications. P.73
314 The United Nations Children's Fund (UNI EF), What Religious leaders can do about HIV/AIDS:
Action for Children and Young People. New ork,2003
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rates, but so is the involvement of reli ious leaders and FBOs in HIV prevention. He adds

that in countries where religion is imp rtant, faith-based involvement may prove to be as

necessary as condom social marketi g, treatment for sexually transmitted infections,

voluntary counselling and testing, nd other state-of-the-art interventions in HIV

prevention efforts. This is especially true in highly religious countries and in those in

which FBOs comprise a major part of he nongovernmental sector, It makes little sense to

mobilize only secular resources in su h countries.3l5 Since Green gives such weight to

FBOs, it is vital that ECAP considers t e following recommendations:

5.3.1. Gender

ECAP needs to reVIse its strategy for recruiting churches for training, From the

interviews I had with some of the EC P's staff, and the list of churches that ECAP has

trained since 1999 to 2005, it has b en revealed that ECAP has trained two women

ministers out of the seventy-eight m'nisters it trained. Thus two female ministers and

seventy-six male ministers have recei ed training. These figures do not reflect the quest

for gender equality as President Thab Mbeki advocates 50-50 participation of men and

women in every sector of South A ica. The World Alliance of Reformed Churches

asserts that,

Working towards an inclusive commun ty that is based on partnership of equals rather than on power

structures, women should be present in every aspect of church structures, including the ordained

ministry.JJ6

Besides, women bear most of the bur en of caring for the sick and dying. Nicolson is of

the opinion that

Women in Third World countries in any ways endure the major impact of AIDS. More women

than men get AIDS. They contract th virus younger than men. Those who do not have the virus

must care for relatives who are ill with AIDS, and when the sick die, they must care for and support

those left behind.317

315 Green E.C. Faith-Based Organizations: C ntributions to HIV Prevention. Harvard Center for
Population and Development Studies. V.S. A ency for International Development. September 2003. p. 17.
This report was produced by The Synergy Pro ect, implemented by TvT Global Health and Development
Strategies, a division of Social & Scientific S terns, Inc., under VSAID Contract Number: HRN-C-00-99
00005-00.
316 World Alliance of Reformed Churches. W men's ordination. Available online
<htt ://warc.'alb.de/warca·s Iside.'s ?news i =453&navi=29& art id=36 accessed 14 November 2006.
317 Nicolson R. God in AIDS p.224
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5.3.2. Venues for training

Every organization has its goals and riorities in whatever service they offer and must

develop strategy to best meet the obj ctives. Sometimes it is the question of human or

other resources that hold organization back from fulfilling what they intend to achieve.

Both human and financial resources e major limitations for ECAP. At first ECAP was

taking training to the people in their communities. From the interviews I had with the

church ministers, all the ministers wh re ECAP conducted training in their local churches

indicated more awareness and invol ement in HIV and AIDS related activities, than

ministers who just sent volunteers to CAP office for training. For example, one minister

said the training only benefited the volunteers who attended it. Two other ministers

blamed ECAP for not fulfilling the p omises made to their churches that it would give

them funds to start home based care rojects. If awareness still remains at the heart of

ECAP's work, then perhaps going b ck to training whole congregations would bring

awareness to a larger community than just recruiting and training a few volunteers in the

city. I also gathered that some churc es are not doing any HIV-related activity despite

their volunteers being trained. The re sons given included the fact that the volunteers are

not employed and so some have left t look for employment. It is more likely that eight

volunteers would go and look for em loyment than the whole congregation would do so,

which suggests to me that if whole co gregations are trained, at least some members will

remain in the church who can enga e in HIV and AIDS- related activities while the

others go to look for employment else here.

ECAP started with pastors' seminars 0 bring awareness to pastors who later opened the

doors of their churches for ECAP to 0 and train whole congregations. This was a good

strategy because it put the pastors, ho hold the key to the churches, in a strategic

position. So whatever was happenin , the minister was in the lead. As explained in

chapter three, ECAP changed this trategy and started training ministers and their

congregations together in one place 0 that pastors could connect with their members.

The latest change of recruiting eight eople per congregation generally leaves the pastor

out as he or she decides whether to s nd eight or be part of the eight who go to ECAP's
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office. When these volunteers come b ck from training they depend on the voice or ''the

keys" of the minister to undertake any action. Truly speaking, it is not easy for volunteers

to sit the whole church down and te ch them all the things that they learnt at ECAP.

ECAP staff are highly trained and s 'lled to do their work among communities and to

expect volunteers trained for three da s to teach their congregations all that they learnt

from ECAP from awareness to home- ased and orphan care is a big challenge.

As the community of donors and implementers moves more substantively into care and

support, FBOs become important part ers. Their capacity to reach communities and work

with them to provide support for orph ns and other children made vulnerable by HIV, to

provide home-based care, and to deli er of high quality clinical services is unparalleled

across much of Africa. 318

5.3.3. Condoms and prevention

The use of condoms as a preventati e measure is a contested issue especially among

Christian faith-based organizations. E AP is a case in point. Liebowtiz in his study of the

faith-based organizations and HIV an AIDS in Uganda and KwaZulu-Natal, say that

FBOs also have constraints based on th ir belief system, leadership, and exclusiveness.319

ECAP has its own belief system and r cornmends the use of condoms for couples only if

one of the two is infected. But it does not condone the use of condoms among the youth,

though some studies have shown that the use of condoms can be effective in preventing

HIV transmission among the youth. 320 In his study Liebowitz argues, on the use of

condoms, that

In several cases, however, respondents rated condomising as an effective technique. Those who did

rate condomising as successful argue that many youth had dramatically increased their use of

condoms and that this was limiting th spread of HIV and AIDS in their congregation. Zionists in

Ntuzuma claimed that many were co domising and this reduced the spread of HIV within the

congregation. Anglicans in Luuka saw condom use as an effective strategy, where youths increased

their condom use and limited the sprea of HIV among sexually active members of the youth. In this

318 HI V/AIDS prevention, care and support ac oss faith-based communities: an annotated bibliography of
resources. This document has been funded by SAID/REDSO through FHI's Implementing
AIDS Prevention and Care (IMPACT) project cooperative agreement. HRN-A-OO-97-000I7-00.
319 Liebowitz 2004 p.24
320 Ibid p.24
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case, proper and consistent use of cond ms was still a concern, but these concerns did not invalidate

the overall strategy.321

However, he also acknowledges that any people do not use condoms in spite of their

availability.

Of the small number of FBOs that eit er supplied condoms or encouraged their use, few received

positive responses from their communi ies on the success of the strategy. While the number of cases

is relatively small, as most FBOs did ot promote condomising, the majority saw the promotion of

condom use as an ineffective strateg . First of all, in many cases, people were reluctant to use

condoms.322

In other cases, those who did use co doms used them seldom, improperly and or only

with non-regular partners. Finally, any respondents pointed to cases where AIDS

continued to increase despite the ncouragement of FBOs to condomise and the

availability of condoms. For these easons, therefore most informants did not rate

condomising as a highly successful str tegy.

Shorter and Onyancha say that many hurch organizations have consolidated their efforts

to promote AIDS awareness program es in the communities within which they operate.

These vary from the insertion of IDS information into ordinary preaching and

instruction to the elaboration of i formation, education and communication (lEC)

programmes operating in a number f communities.m They say "the ultimate goal of

awareness campaigns is AIDS prevenfon and care." He adds that awareness programmes

also include the call to show compas ion to people living with HIV and AIDS and their

families. The issue of condoms thus still needs to be further examined and tackled by

ECAP.

5.4. Recommendations for further r search

Further research is needed in the Members of congregations need to be

interviewed to assess what they receiv d from ECAP's training and how, if anything was

received, that has influenced their life tyle, attitude, and behaviour towards people living

with AIDS. This study was only li ited to English speaking ministers because the

32\ Liebowitz J. 2004. P.24
322 Ibid p. 24.
323 Shorter A. and Comanche E. 1998. The Ch rch and AIDS in Africa: A case study: Nairobi City. Nairobi:
Paulines Publications Africa.
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researcher is not fluent in isiZulu, t e language commonly spoken in KwaZulu-Natal

province. It would be interesting to int rview ministers who speak and understand isiZulu

only or to interview bilingual minister in their mother-tongue.

5.5. Conclusion

This study set out to assess the role 0 faith-based organizations in the fight against HIV

and AIDS. The findings from this res arch demonstrate that FBOs, ECAP in particular,

make a significant contribution to th fight against the HIV and AIDS pandemic. They

carry out meaningful and effective ctivities in HIV and AIDS prevention, care and

support. ECAP's activities in home- ased care, education and awareness raising, and

nutritional support were particularly alued in the communities where ECAP worked.
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1.2. Map of KwaZulu-Natal Provi ce locating Pietermairtzburg
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Appendix 2. Questionnaire for ES A graduates

I am a student at the University of KwaZulu-Natal doing Masters in Theology and

HIV/AIDS. I am seeking your assi tance in my study. The aim of the study is to

assess the ESSA Christian AIDS Pr gramme (ECAP) in HIV and AIDS intervention

of which one of them is facilitatin Church and AIDS course at the Evangelical

Seminary of Southern Africa (ESSA . I realize that there are many other demands on

your time, but please can you take s me few moments of your time to complete this

questionnaire and return it promptly to me. All replies will be treated in the strictest

confidence and no names will be pu lished in the study. So please feel free to answer

the following questions as honestl as possible. Thank you in advance for your

assistance.

b) Use spaces provided to write our answers. Please print.

c) Should you need more space lease use the back side of the pages.

SECTION A: Background Inform tion

1. Name (optional)

...... Title .

2. Gender: [] Male [] Female

3. Race (optional): [] White [] frican [ ] Indian/Asian

Other

[ ] Coloured [ ]

4. Nationality .

SECTION B: Assessing usefulness f the Church and AIDS course

5. Which year did you graduate from ESSA (Evangelical Seminary of Southern

Africa)?
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6. Did you take Church and AIDS co rse at ESSA?

[] Yes [] No

7. If your answer is 'yes' to question above, did you find the course helpful to you?

[] Yes [] No

8. Please give a reason(s) for your an wer in question 6 above.

SECTION C: Assessment of how t e knowledge and skills obtained were used

9. How has the course influenced yo r attitude, behaviour and thinking towards

people living with HIV and AIDS?

10. Are you using your training in 'C urch and AIDS' course in your

church/community or in whatever yo are doing?

[] Yes [] No

11. If your answer to question 9 abo is 'yes', please list down the activities you are

involved in.
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Appendix 3. Interview Schedule wi h ECAP stakeholders

1) When was the ECAP progr me started?

2) What is the overall purpose 0 ECAP?

3) What are the specific objecti es of the programme?

4) Who are the beneficiaries oft e programme?

5) How does ECAP recruit chur hes and clergy for training?

6) What strategies and methods oes ECAP use to provide its services?

7) To what extent has ECAP ac ieved its objectives?
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8) What problems is EeAP faci g to deliver its services, and how does it intend

to overcome them?
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Appendix 4. Interview Schedule fo clergy

1. What is the name of your con regation?

2. When did ECAP facilitate HI/AIDS training in your congregation?

3. What knowledge and skills di you obtain from the training?

4. How has the training affected your attitude, thinking and behaviour towards

people living with AIDS?

5. What HIV and AIDS related ctivities are you doing in your church as a result

of receiving training from EC P?
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Appendix 5. List of ESSA graduat s who responded to the questionnaire

Serial Number Name of responden Gender of respondent

1 Shaun M

2 Delipher F

3 Penine F

4 Charlotte F

5 Pascal M

6 Christal F

7 Bongani M

8 Justice M

9 Matihno M

10 Beatrice F

11 Adiel M

12 Thobile F

13 Audrey F

14 Sandra F

M= Male

F= Female
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